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Abstract

Aluminum was added as aluminum su'lphate (alum) to Lake 114, a

small, shallow lake in the ExperÍmenta'l Lakes Area, northwestern

Ontario, in spring and summer point-source additions. Aluminum and H+

gradients were establ'ished during the add'it'ions, with h'igh A1

concentrations (æ1000 tglL) and low pH (4.7) near the alum sources, and

background condit'ions (<50 lgll Al, pH 5.7) further from the sources.

Dissolved organic carbon concentrations decreased marginally near the

alum source during the surîmer addìtion. The alum additions had no

effect on populations of benthjc invertebrates (mainly chironomid

'larvae) with one exception. During the spring additìon, Procladius sp.

larvae decreased in number near the alum source, and'increased in the

unaffected areas of the lake. These changes in populat'ion were

s'ignificantly correlated with total Al concentrat'ion. Sprìng pu'lses of

Al and H+ ion may not affect benthic invertebrate popuìatjons because

the benthos are usualìy protected w'ithin the sediments, and the

sensitive emergence stage is not reached until after the Al and H+

pulse has passed. These results suggest that spring-melt and

surnmer-storm influxes of Al and H+ ion are not dÍrect'ly responsible for

reported changes in the benthic compositíon of acid'ified lakes.

Long-term acidification and changes in predation are likeìy more

important.
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The fate of Al accumulated by minnows was studied using 26nt as a

tracer. l,lethods for recycling 26nt were deveroped to reduce the

expense of experimentation, but the cost of 26Rl kept the experiments

to a very small scale and repìication minimal. prelimÍnary results

showed that the giììs and whole bodies of redbelìy dace (Chrosomus eos

cope) accumulated more Al, when exposed to 480 yg/L A1 at pH 5.1, than

dace exposed to 200 yg/L A1 at the same pH. More 26Al *u, bound to

dace gills and bodies at pH 4.7 than at pH 5.1, possib'ly because of a

higher proportion of Al3* in solution at pH 4.7. calcium and citrate
had no consistent effect on Al accumulation in minnows. It is hoped

that the methodology developed for ìiquid scintillatjon countÍng of
26Al uptake by fish will be adaptab'le to other biologica'l materials

such as pìants.
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Preface

AlumÍnum is important in acidified lakes because it is potentiaììy

toxic to aquatic organisms, it may influence cycìing of elements such

as phosphorus and organ'ic carbon, and it can act as a pH buffer. This

study adds to the knowledge of the biologicaì effects of alum'inum (Al)

through two extremes of experimentatìon: a whole-lake man'ipulation

involving spring and surrmer additions of alum to a small lake, and

beaker experiments using 26Rl as a tracer. The former deals with the

effects of pulses of Al and H+ on lake cheml'stry and benthic

invertebrate populations, the latter with Al accumulation by redbeì'ly

dace using 26n, a prevÍous'ly unused tracer in bioìogy. I have not

attempted to combine these two approaches but instead have chosen to

emphasize their differences by presenting my work in two autonomous

papers.



Part 1

Bìologíca'l and chemjcal effects of spring and summer alum additions

to a small, northwestern Ontarjo lake



Bioloqical and chemical effects of sprinq and surîmer alum

addit'ions to a smail, northwestern 0ntario lake.

Abstract

Aluminum was added as aluminum sulphate (a]um) to Lake 114, a

small, shallow lake of the Experimental Lakes Area, northwestern

Ontarjo, in spring and summer point-source additions. Alumi'num and H+

ion gradients were established during the addit'ions, with hjgh Al

concentrations (;1000 yglL) and low pH (4.7) near the alum sources, and

background conditions (<50 rrgll A], pH 5.7) further from the sources.

Inorganìc Al concentrations near the alum sources were >50f of total

Al' and Aì-organic complexes formed rapidly further from the sources.

Approx'imately 80f of the added Al was lost from the water column jn two

weeks. Phosphorus concentrations remajned unchanged during the

additions, wht'le ìake alkalinity decreased and sulfate increased close

to the sources. Dissoìved organ'ic carbon concentrations decreased

marginally near the alum source durjng the sumner addjtion.

The alum additions had no effect on popuìations of benthic

invertebrates (mainìy chironomid larvae) with one exception. During

the spring add'ition, Procladius sp. larvae decreased in number near the

alum source, and increased in the unaffected areas of the lake. These

changes in numbers were significant'ly correlated with total Al
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concentration. Spring puìses of Al and H+ ion may not affect benthjc

invertebrates because the benthos are usually protected with'in the

sediments, and the sensitive emergence stage'is not reached until after

the Al and H+ pulse has passed. These results suggest that spring-me'lt

and summer-storm influxes of Al and H+ ion are not directly responsibìe

for reported changes in the benthic compositjon of ac'id'ified lakes.

However, long-term acidjfication and changes in predation are likely

important.



Introduct i on

Some lakes acjdified by acidic precipitation have undergone

changes in benthic invertebrate compos'ition (l,liederholm and Eríksson

1977; Raddum and Saether 1981; Henrikson et al. 1982). Acidjfication

of lakes may affect benthic invertebrates through djrect tox'icity of

the H+ ion, the toxicity of metars associated w.ith depressed pH, a

toxic combination of metal and H+ ions, changes in food availabìììty,
or the effects of changing predation (Raddum 19g0; uutala 19g1;

Henrikson et al. 1982; Dìllon et al. 1984). Benthic invertebrates,

often dominated by chironomid ìarvae, are 'important Ín lakes because

the transform alìochthonous material into animal tissue (0rth and

Maughan 1983). Epísodic runoff events, whether caused by spring-me'lt

or heavy, acidic rajn, can flush high concentrat'ions of H+ and Al into

lakes (Johannessen et al. 1980; seip 1980; Hall and Likens 1994;

Hendershot et al. 1984). It has been suggested that these episodic

influxes of H+ and Al might be as important in spec'ies disappearance as

longer-term, gradual acidif ication of lakes (Di ì ìon et al. 1984; I'lason

and Seip 1985).

Hydrogen ion is toxic to benthic invertebrates, incìuding

chironomid larvae (Harp and campbeìì 1967; Bell 1970, l97L; Trent et

- al. 1978). Aluminum adds to the disruptive effect of H+ in ionjc

regulation in fish (Muniz and Leivestad 1980a; Brown 1983) and corixjds

(l{itters et al. 1984), and has been shown to be toxic to Daphni'a

(Biesinger and Christensen L972; Havas and Likens 1985). Aìuminum has



not yet been shown to be toxic to chironomid larvae, aìthough Havas and

Hutchinson (1982, i983) found that Al was a strong factor in the death

of chironomid larvae at ìow pH. In fÍeld manlpulatÍons of streams,

increased concentrations of Al, in association w'ith ìow pH, increased

chironom'id drift and decreased chironomjd emergence (Hal'l et al. 1980;

Hall et al. 1985), but the biological and chemical effects of

point-source additions of H+ and Al to a lake have not been studied in

detai I .

This study was designed to follow chemical changes caused by

additions of Al and H+ ion to a lake, and to test the hypothesjs that

pulses of Al and H+ are responsible for changes in benthic invertebrate

popuìatjons in acidified lakes. Alum'inum and H+ were added to Lake

114, Experimental Lakes Area, as aluminum sulphate (alum) in the spring

and summer of 1984. The first addìtion was done at snow-meìt, and was

designed to accentuate natural'ly high A'l and H+ concentrations entering

the lake in spring. The surlÌmer addition was meant to mim'ic an Al and

H+ pulse that might follow a heavy (acidic) rain. Benthic

macroinvertebrates, main'ly chironomid larvae, were sampled w'ith an

Ekman grab or a KB corer in the spring of 1983 and before and after the

1984 alum additions, to monitor changes in benthic popuìations.

This experiment was the first time that alum has been added to an

oligotrophic lake to study the effects of Al and H+ ion on lake

chemistry and bio'logy. Previously, ôlum had been added to sma'lì,

eutrophic lakes in an effort to improve water quaìity by removing

phosphorus from the water column (Peterson et al. 1973; Cooke and

Kennedy L978; Soltero et al. 1981; tle'lch et al. 1982). As weìì, my
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additions to Lake 114 differed from other alum applications jn that the

alum was added at one point in the ìake, instead of over the whole

lake, and the resulting A1 concentrations were lower, except close to

the alum source. Chemical and bioìogical effects of my additions were

expected to be most pronounced close to the Al and H+ point sources,

and neg'ìigib'le at the other end of the lake.

The effects of the alum addjtì'ons on phytoplankton, zoopìankton,

and fish were studied by other workers. The'ir results wjll be

presented and discussed briefly to ensure compìeteness.



Materials and Methods

Study site

Lake 114 of the Experimentaì Lakes Area (ELA), northwestern

Ontario, is a smaìì, shallow lake, is moderateìy co'loured (absorbance

at 425 nmæ0.10)' and has organic-rich sediments. Lake surface area is

2.1x105 t2, r.un depth is 1.7 m, and the dra'inage basin area is 45.6

ha. The dra'inage basin of the north infìow, where the spring aìum

addition was made, is approx'imately 10.5 ha (Figure la). This dra.inage

basin is south-facÍng and was 'logged in 1976, so snowcover there tends

to melt quickìy in the spring. The bedrock is Precambrian granite with

an overburden of sand and gravel, and the forest is mainìy jackpine and

black spruce (Brunskill and sch'indler 1971). The bathymetry of Lake

114 is shown in Figure lb. During snowmelt there is a second inflow

over a rock cìiff on the southwest shore of the ìake (FÍgure 2a).

A concrete weir with a 1200 v-notch was constructed in the

northeast end of the drainage basin (point A, FÍgure la) in the fall of

1983. It was equipped with a Leupoìd Stevens A-35 water-level recorder

and staff gauge. The draÍnage area to this weir is approximateìy 5.2

ha.



Figure 1. (A) Drainage basin of Lake 114, ELA. The stippled area

represents the north inflow drainage basjn. point A

indicates the location of the calibrated weir and point B is

where the Al additions took place. (B) Bathymetric map of

Lake 114. From Brunskill and Schindler (1971).
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Figure 2. (A) Benthjc and chemical samprjng sites for 1993 and 1984,

Lake 114. Dotted lines around each sampìing site represent

the areas used for calcuìat'ing the mass of Al in the water

column. (B) Locations of float markers, emergence traps,

minnow cage transects, and the alum delivery pipe for the

summer Al addition.
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The lake sediments are very soft and flocculent, contain some

macrophytes, and are mostly composed of water (901), organìc material,

siì'ica, and Al (7% of ash we'ight; Brunskill et al. 1gz1). Graver and

twigs are also present at benth'ic station 2 (Figure 2a). Interst'itìal

water contains less than 1 mg/L Al (Brunskil'l et al. 1971). Methane js

produced just a few cm into the sediments, and sulfate reduction and

sedimentation occur even though there is only a very small anox'ic

hypol imn jon (sch'indler and rurner 1982; carol Ke'l'ly, pers. conrm. ).

Lake 114 has had sulphuric acid added to it month'ly, durjng the

open-water season, s'ince t979. These acid addit'ions approximate a

lowering of ra'in pH by one pH unit (Schindler and Turner 1982).

Alum additions to Lake 114

Aluminum was added from the afternoon of March 31 to the morning

of April 16, 1984, to the north inflow of Lake 114 as dissoìved,

industriaì-grade aluminum sulphate (Alz(s04)r.xHr0). The ground atum

was manufactured in Canada by Inland Chemicals Ltd. and was suppìied by

C-I-L Inc.. It was 9-10Í Al, 0.05Í Fe, 0.0011 Mn, Cu, and Zn, and

0.00031 Cd, alì expressed as percent a'lum by weight. If none of these

metals had precipitated during the spring addition, lake concentrations

would have increased by an average of about 227 yglL Al, 0.11 ¡gll Fe,

0.02 yglL Mn, Cu, and Zn, 0.01 ltglL Cd. Average sulfate added to the

lake would have been 1.L ng/L. The alum was mixed with streamwater in
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a ful1,207 L pìastic barrel. A total of 4r kg Al (a70 kg a'lum) was

added in the spring. Alum was added between 08:00 and 1g:00 daiìy, in
batches of 5 or 10 kg, and from 1 to 5 batches per day.

The surnmer alum addition, from the morning of July 3 to the

evening of Juìy 5, 1984, was made 30 m south of the lake inflow, which

was dry at the time (DP, Figure 2b). The alum solutjon was gravity-fed

through an anchored, floating plastjc pipe from the barrel on shore.

An electric pump run by a gasoìine generator was used to f.ill the

mixing barrel with lakewater. Alum was added continuousìy for 60 h .in

10-kg batches, added every four hours, for a total of 16 kg Al (160 kg

a'lum). Average metal concentrations added to the lake, assum.ing no

precip'itation, would have been 77 ¡tg/L Al, 0.04 yg/L Fe, 0.01 !g/L Mn,

cu, and Zn, and 0.002 yglL cd. The maximum amount of sulfate added

would have been 0.37 mg/1.

Aluminum analysis

Total Al concentratÍons r{ere measured in unfiltered sampìes using

the fluorimetric lumogallion method (Hydes and Liss 1976; pìayìe et al.
1982). The lumogaììion method was used for Al analysis because of its
accuracy, its simpìicity, and because sampìes couìd be analysed at the

ELA w'ith minimal delay. The method was modified as follows. The

sodium acetate-acetic acid buffer was prepared by adding 1.75 M sodium

acetate and acetic acid in the ratio 7:3, without filtration. Four mL
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of 0.02Í (weight/voìume) ìumogaìlion and 0.5 mL of buffer were added to

100 mL water samples in polyethyìene bottles. The analytical range of

the method was extended to about 500¡rg/L Al, without sample dilution,
by adding 4 mL of lumogalljon instead of 1 mL. samples were analysed

within two or three days of collection. samp'les of high expected Al

concentration were diluted before analysis. A Turner Model 111

fluorimeter' connected to a Fisher Serjes 5000 chart recorder, was used

to measure the A'l-lumogallion fluorescence.

Ultra-v'io'let (U.V.) digest'ion of water samp'les was used to remove

organic material that can interfere with the ìumogaìlion method. For

this, sampìes were put in 30 mL quartz tubes, and 50 ¡¡L of 8 N Hzs04

and 100 lL of 509t Hz}z were added. sampìes were digested for 4 h.

Based on regression analysis, undigested A'l concentratjons, from Lake

114 in 1983, corrìd be converted to u.v. digested values by addìng 1g

ltglL A1 (n=5, r=0.9676, P<0.01). 1984 undigested Ar concentrat.ions of

less than 60 yglL could be converted to u.v. digested va'rues by

muìtipìying by 1.13 and adding 11 l¡gll Al (n=50, r=0.8562, p<0.001).

Converted values are indicated as such in the text.

Two methods were used to fractionate total Al: a diaiys'is method,

and a lS-minute reactive Al method. The dialysis method was adapted

from LaZerte (1984; see also Appendix l). cellulose dialysis tubing

(1000 Mtic0, Spectropore 6) was soaked in deionised water for 24 h, in
lf HN03 for 24 h, and in two more deionised rinses of 24 h each.

Tub'ing was stored in a refrigerator to prevent bacteriaì growth on the

cellulose. Deionised water (approximate'ly 50 mL instead of 3 to 5 mL

used by LaZerte) was p'laced in the dia'lysis tubes. The tubes were
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cl Ípped shut and were p'laced inside square, pìastic Nalgene bott'les (1

L), and left for 48 h at about 20oc. The water insjde the diaìysis

tubes was then anaìysed for Al. A 48-h dialysis time, instead of 24

(LaZerte 1984), was used because of the larger samp'le volume, and was

based on a comparison between the two methods. Aluminum jnsjde the

tubes was assumed to be free Al, Al hydroxides, and Aì fluorides, and

Al left in the l-L solution was considered to be more complexed Al

(LaZerte 1984).

A lS-minute reactive Al method was also used to measure

uncomplexed Al. In this method, the fluorescence of the Al-lumoga'llion

compìex was measured 15 mÍn after the lumogaìljon was added to a

sample, and thjs fast-reacting Aì was compared with the same samp'le,s

total Al concentration measured using the usual lumogal'lion procedure.

In Lake 114, 15-min reactive Al concentrations were always greater than

48-h diaìysed A'l concentrations (Appendix 2). 0n average, they were

2.3 times greater than dialysed concentratjons of the same sampìes.

For details of the development of the 15-mjn reactive Al method, see

Appendix 2.

I'ly fractionation schemes divided total Al into two fractÍons. The

first fraction, represented by 15-min reactive Al or by dialysab'le Aì,

was inorganic Al and some organic Al. Subtracting this amount from

total ' u.v. digested Aì, leaves polynuclear Al and most of the

organically-bound Aì. It must be emphasized that total Al refers to
total reactive Al: the Al that reacts with the ìumogallion. As ìong

as lumogallion is in excess, most of the Al will react, but because the

reaction is in equilibrium, absolute Al values are not obtained (Kramer
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1983). This contrasts w'ith atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAs) whjch

does,'in theory, measure total Al.

Chemical analyses

All water samples, including those for pH measurements, were taken

at 80 cm below the water surface unless otherwise stated. A l-L

Na'lgene bottle attached to a metre stick was used for thjs. An g0 cm

sampling depth was chosen so water sampìes could be taken at the

shallowest samp'ling sites without disturbing the sediment. sampling

sites are shown in Figure 2a. At chemical station 5, an integrating

water samp'ler (Shearer 1978) was used to retrieve sampìes from 2 and 3

m depths. Alurninum and pH samp'les were held in 100 mL poìyethyìene

bottles (Nalgene) that had been rinsed with 10Í HN03, r'insed three

times in ELA tapwater (from Lake 239), and twice more with the water

samp'le.

Measurement of pH was done in the field, usual'ly within an hour of

collection, using a Radiometer Type PHM 29b portabìe pH meter wjth a

Radiometer KCI combination electrode. Readings þrere made whiìe gentìy

swirling the sample bottle in which the electrode was p'laced. The pH

meter was calibrated using two buffers, pH 4.00 and pH 7.00 (Fisher

Sc'ientific Co.). Buffers were kept at the temperature of the

I akewater.
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conductiv'ity was measured on-site with a Rad'iometer cDM 2e

conductivity meter connected to a gasoline-powered electric Aenerator.

The electrode was a Rad'iometer type cDc 104 with a nominal cell

constant of 1.0 cm and a calibration of -3.0%. The meter was

calibrated using 10-3, 10-4, and 0.0 M Kcl sorutions jn deionjsed water

(Am. Public Health Assoc. 1980). All conductivity measurements were

temperature corrected.

Anaìyses of alkalinity, total dissolved phosphorus (TDp), and

chlorophyll a were done 'in the ELA chemjstry 'laboratory. suspended p,

s04, si, metaìs, and dissolved organi'c carbon (DOc) were anarysed in

l'linnipeg by the Freshwater Institute Analytical ChemÍstry Laboratory.

Methods used are outlined in Stainton et al. (Ig77ll, except for metaìs,

which were anaìysed by MS. Metal samples were fjltered through 0.22

¡m Miì'lipore filters at the ELA before being sent to t{innipeg for
anaìysi s.

In April of 1984, sampìes for pH, conductivity, temperature, and

Al were taken 2 to 3 times da'iìy at the inflow. Lake pH, temperature,

and Al samples were taken at least daily at various statjons jn the

lake. Sampìes for other chemical parameters were taken every few days.
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Benthic invertebrate collection and identification

Benthic invertebrates were sampled through the ice in Apri'l of

1983 and 1984 using an Ekman grab. The Ekman grab was zz.Sxzz.S cm in

area (506.2 cnz, =L/20 m2¡ and ZZ.S cm talì. To help prevent

over-penetratjon of the grab in the soft lake sediments, two l-L

bottles were attached to the grab to increase its buoyancy. Holes were

cut through the ice one or two days before sampìing, and a separate

hole was used for each sediment sampìe. Generally the grab was r/2 to
3/4 full of sediment when brought to the surface. Collected sedjment

was washed through a 400 ¡m mesh, the rema'ining sediment was placed in

bottles, and 90f ethanol was added. A 400 J¡m mesh is in the mjd-range

of mesh sizes used for sediment reduction in other benthjc surveys:

sizes used have varied between 45 ¡m (Nalepa and Robertson 19g1) and

600 r¡m (Flannagan 1970; Wiederholm and Eriksson L977). Hami'tton (1971)

used a 400,um mesh for his zoobenthic survey of ELA lakes. The bot¡ed

samples were dra'ined in the laboratory and the water and added alcohol

replaced with 70Í ethanol.

Three grab samples were taken Apri'l 19 to 20,1983 at each of

benthic stations I to 6 (Figure 2a). From the 1983 collections it was

decided that three grab samples per station were not enough to allow

statistical comparisons of the benthic popuìations, given the low

numbers and inconsístent distribution of the benthos, so five grabs per

station were taken in 1984.
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Five sets of five grab samples were taken in 1984, at stations 1

to 5, before the alum addition (March 30,31) and after the addjtion

(Apriì 12 to 14). Station 6 was not sampled in 1984 because the water

was much deeper there (a¡3 m) than at the other stat'ions (0.7 to 1.3 m),

and I did not want depth to be a further complication when interpreting

invertebrate distributjon. Depth at each hole was measured using a

Secchi disc on a line marked at 0.2 n intervals.

Picking invertebrates from the sediment was done under bright

light. A spoonful of sedjment was pìaced in a whjte enamel tray, water

was added, and the tray was ag'itated. usual]y the invertebrates

floated and were easy to pick from the sediment. Searching for

organ'isms was done until two consecutive scans of the sorting pan

yielded no invertebrates. The pan was ag'itated between scans. Sorted

invertebrates were preserved in 70Í ethanol in g'lass vials for later

identification. Each sample took 0.75 to 2.5 h to examine.

A mod'ified KB corer was used during the Juìy alum addition to

study changes in the vertical distribution of the invertebrates in the

sediments. Presumab'ly the benthos would move deeper into the sedjment

in an attempt to avoid high concentrations of Al and H+ ion. The corer

was a 5-cm diameter tube, bevelled at the leading edge, with slots cut

every 2.5 cn. The slots were covered with mask'ing tape. plastic

inserts were pushed into these slots once the corer was brought to the

surface and corked at each end. Rapid partitioning of the core

prevented organisms from migrating between sections. A 50 mL syringe

was used to rinse each sectl'on of the core into botiles, and 90%

alcohol was added. The core samples were not sieved. Cores were taken
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along the transect labelled 3 to 7 in Figure 2b. Picking of the

invertebrates from the sediment was done using the methods outlined

previously, except that a sugar sojut'ion of specific gravity 1.1 (a O g

sugar to 1 L water; Lackey and May 197i) was used to float the

invertebrates. Corers and Ekman grabs are reported to be reasonabìy

equiva'lent col lection devices, aìthough a corer may samp'le fewer rare

species (Paterson and Fernando 1971).

Normalìy the sorted invertebrates could be 'identified to genus

using a dissect'ing microscope, but smal ler or uncoffimon ch jronomid

iarvae were mounted on slides for identification using a compound

mícroscope. The mounting procedure was as follows. The chironomjds

were placed in a heated L}?l KOH solution for about 10 min to clear the

head capsules, followed by 10 min in gìacial acetic acid to neutraljse

the base. The larvae were then p'laced in 99Í ethanol. Indivjdual

larvae were transferred to microscope sjides where the head capsuì.es

were separated from the bodies. The heads were mounted in Euparaì (BDH

Chemicaìs, Toronto), ventra'l side up beside the'ir respect'ive bod'ies.

Identification of the invertebrates was done wjth the aid of the keys

in Usinger (1968), tliggins (1977), Merritt and Cunrmins (1978), 0liver

et al. (1978), Pennak (1978), Simpson and Bode (1980), U.S. Department

of the Interior Geological Survey Report 82-768 (1982), 0liver and

Roussel (1983), and l,liederholm (1983). Instars of Procladius sp.

ìarvae were determined by measuring head capsuìe width using a

caìibrated optical micrometer.

The number of invertebrates collected at each site, before and

after the spring aìum addition, were compared using an F-test followed
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by a t-test, to test for differences of varÍances and means caused by

the alum addition. These tests were applied to log-transformed numbers

of each genus or species caught in five Ekman grabs per site. The data

were 'log transformed because they were not normal]y distributed

(tl I iott L977).

Lôborôtory exposure of chironomid larvae to elevated concentrations of

Al and H+

A simpìe laboratory experiment was run to assess the tox'ic'ity of

H+ and Al to larval chironomids, using Aì and H+ concentrations found

in streamwater during snowrnelt. Polypedilum sp. and procladius sp.

larvae were picked from the sediments of two Ekman grabs taken Apri'l 1,

1984, at benthic station 3, within two h of collection. Síx disposabìe

plastÍc beakers were filled with 500 mL of ELA tapwater. Two beakers

were left as controls (pH 6.3) and two were acidified to pH 4.5 wjth

sulfuric acid. Two more were acidified to pH 4.5, and 500 !g/L Al was

added as AIK(s0¿) ?.LzHe}. Eight Procladius sp. larvae were pìaced 'in
ALL-

each of three beakers (control, acid, acid pìus Al). Four or five

Polypediìum sp. larvae were pìaced in each beaker of a separate set of

control, acid, and acid pìus A1 beakers. There was no sediment in the

beakers in which the larvae could take refuge so the larvae were fulìy
exposes to the test solutions. The larvae were kept in the dark at 3oC

and were checked dai]y, and pH was adJusted daily. The experjment was

started Apriì 2 and ended Apriì 25, 1984.
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tstimation of Al loss from the water column durÍ Al additions

An estimate of the amount of Ar rost from the water column

the alum additjons to Lake 114 was made by comparing the amount

in the lake water to the amount of Al added. The water volume

represented by each Al sampìing s'ite was estimated using a pìanjmeter

(for area) and a bathymetric map (for depth). The areas used for each

sampììng site are indicated in Figure 2a. Background-corrected Al

concentratjons at each site were multipìied by each site,s estimated

volume to get the mass of Al in that volume. The masses were summed,

and the total compared to the amount of Al added. The difference

between the two numbers represented the Aì lost from the water column.

Other research related to this project

s. Lawrence determined the effects of the alum additions on

zooplankton. Samples were taken at the chemical sampìing sites usìng a

schindler-Patalas trap with a 72 yn mesh. D. Findlay and H. Kìing

examined the effects of Al on phytoplankton composition and morphoìogy

from surface samp'les taken at the chemical sampling sites. Effects of

the sunmer alum addition on phytoplankton primary productivity were

assessed by J. Shearer and E. DeBruyn using c14 methods (Shearer et al.
1985). Productivity was measured the day before the surrmer additìon,

at the height of the additíon (Jury 4), the day after the addition

duri ng

of Al
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(July 6), and on July I at chemical samp'lÍngs sites 1,5, and 6. Lake

transparency was measured by J. shearer and E. DeBruyn using an

underwater ìight sensor, following methods ouilined in shearer and

DeCìercq (1980) and Shearer and DeBruyn (1981-1983).

Invertebrate emergence during the open-water season was studjed by

I. Davies. He used transects of submerged, conìcaì emergence traps

(Davies 1984). The locations of these traps are given'in Figure 2b.

The effects of the alum add'itions on mÍnnows were studied'in

spring and summer by K. Mills and s. chalanchuk, and by S. Hirmer

during the summer addition. Minnows caught at chemical site 6 and

benthic station 5 on April 5 were placed'in stoppered plast'ic minnow

traps at four sites jn Lake 114 (K. Mjlls, pers. conrm.). Arthough

Aprii 5 was during the spring alum addition, these two sjtes were not

affected by the addition on that date. Twenty-one minnows were p'laced

between the inflow and benthic station 1,21 at chemical site 6, and 26

at benthÍc station 5. Dead fish were removed when found and the traps

were retrjeved April 9. Hinrmer used baited metaì minnow traps, one at

chem'ical sampling site 5, three at s'ites 4,6, and 7, five at chemjcal

sampìing s'ites l and 3, and five parallel to fioats 3 to 7 (F'igure 2b).

Fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas Rafinesque), northern redbeì'ly

dace (chrosomus eos cope), finescale dace (chrosomus neogaeus (cope)),

and pearì dace (semotilus margarita (cope)) aìì inhabit lake 114.
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Resu I ts

sprinq alum add'ition: sprinqmelt hydrology and rake chemistry

AprÍ1 1984 was sunny and warm with no sìgnificant precipitation,

so the stream hydrograph shows clear da'iìy fluctuations (Figure 3).

Flow peaked daily at about 18:00 and was lowest about 09:00. peak

water discharge was April 3 to 5 (Fjgure 4). Above the addjtion site,
stream Al concentrations decreased stead'iìy from about s60 yg/L (Apr.iì

1) to about 480 ÆlL (April 18), and conductivíty decìined from about

29 ys/cn to about 22 yS/cn. Inflow pH started at about 4.9, decreased

to pH 4.4, then returned to pH 4.8 over the same time perÍod.

Alkalinity was -13 yEqlL on April 5 and increased to 5ltq/L by Aprit

18. General'ly, inflow metal and salt concentrations decreased during

springme'lt, reached minimum values April 5 to 8, then increased. For

exampìe, si concentrations were 3.4 ng/L on April 1, 2.1 mg/L on April

5, and 3.7 ng/L on Apriì 18, and Mg was 0.68 mg/L on April l, 0.54 ng/L

on Apri'l 8, and 0.61 mgll on April 18.
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Figure 3. I'leir and stream d'ischarge rates to Lake 1L4, spring 1984.

Stream discharge was estímated by muìtipìying discharge at

the weir by 1.84 to take into account the stream's larger

drainage basin (10.5 versus 5.7 ha). Aluminum additions to

the stream are aìso given;0.5 kg A1 was added on April 16.
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Figure 4. Inflow, lake level, and outflow for Lake 114, spring-meìt,

1984. Inflow volume was calculated from daily discharge at

the weir, correcting for the additional drainage area below

the weir. Discharge from the whole basin into the lake was

estimated in a similar manneF, bV multiplying weir daily

discharge by 8.0 to take into account the lake,s larger

draÍnage basin (45.6 ha versus 5.7 ha).
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Total and dialysabìe Al concentrations increased and pH decreased

in the north end of the lake during the spring alum additìon, compared

to the central and south portions of the ìake. Mean Al concentratjon

was 1436 xglL (42?l diaìysabìe,pH 4.7) at benthic sampìing site 1,

closest to the inf]ow, up from 463 yglL,23?l dialysab'le (pH 5.1) before

the addition (Appendìx 3). Other stations in the north end of the lake

showed smaller increases in total and dialysable A1, and smaller pH

depressions, compared to the central and southern portions of the lake

(F'igure 5; Appendix 3). At chemical sampìing site 5, mean Aì

concentrat'ions were 66 pglL at the surface and L9 yglL at 3 m (Figure

5). The increase in Al concentration in the surface waters was an

influence of the Al-rich cliff inflow.

Alumjnum concentrations in the north end of the take during the

alum addition were approx'imately double or triple the spring-meìt

concentrations in 1983. Aluminum concentrations in the north end of

the lake are normalìy eìevated during spring-me'lt because of the inflow

(cf. benthìc site 1, Table 1). Once the ice melted and the lake mixed,

the lake's average A] concentrat'ion was about 110 ¡gll higher in 19g4

than in 1983 (200 vs 90 ltglL, Tabìe 1; p<0.001, t-test). This increase

was about half the increase expected if all the added Al had remained

in the water column.

Lakewater pH and alkalinity were depressed near the inflow during

the spring alum addition. 0n March 29, before the addition, 'lake pH

was 5.74 to 5.78 and aìkalinity was 103 to 115 yEq/L (Tables 2 and 3).

During the addition, pH and alkalinity were depressed to 5.60 and 54

tEq/L close to the north inflow (chemical site 1, Apri 1 L2; Table 2),
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Figure 5. Means of totai Al (ystt), pH, and dia'lysabìe Al (percent of

total Aì) for benthic sampìing stations, chem'istry sites,
inf'low, and cliff inflow during the spring aìum addition to

Lake 114' Apriì 1 to April 15, 1984, inclusive. Data used

to calculate the means at the benthic stations are given in

Appendix 3.
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Table 1. Comparison between 1983 and 1984 Lake 114 Al concentrations

at various locations in the lake, before ice-off (April 26

1983 and April 15 1984) and after ice-off (ilay 4 19g3 and

Apri'l 23 1984). Aluminum concentrations are in Ug/L.

Excluding the north end of the lake (i.e. benthic sjte 1),

the Al concentrations were the same jn each year

approximateìy one week before ice-off (p>0.10, t-test).
After ice-off, the 1984 Al concentrations were significantly

higher than in 1983 (P<0.001, t-test).
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Locat.ion

Before ice-off

Aprjl 26 l9B3 Apriì 15 1984

Total Alô pH Tota I Al pH

Benthic si te l

Benthic site 3

Chem. site 3

Benthic si¿e 4

Chenr. site 5

Benthic site 5

Benthic site I

Benthìc si te 2

Benthic site 4

Chem. site 6

588 5.1 5

89 5.7

B0 5.7

63 5.7

76 5.65

87 5.6

258

9B

99

65

79

93

5.25

5 .65

5.7

5.7

5.7

5.6

Af telice-of f
May 4 I 983 April 23 l9B4

9l

92

92

B6

5.7

5.65

4.5?

5.8

199 5.9

IBB 5.7

207 5.75

204 5.8

aconverted to U.V. digested values.
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Table 2. Selected chemjcaì parameters for chem'icaì samplìng sites 1,

3, and 6, for the spring 1984 alum addition. probabjlitjes

refer to t-tests comparing varìables from before and during

the addition (March 29 to April 15) with variables from after

the addition (April 23 and 27 data from all chemical sites,

includjng chemicaì sìte 5). fi ,r over a total Al value means

Al was not samp'led on that day, and a value was est.imated

from the closest samp'ling date.



Ice condi tion

Aìum¿ddition ____ryf.1¡S_ After B_9lgI9

Apr 12 Apr 15 Apr 23 Apr 27 M¿r 29

pH

alkaìinity (uEq/L)

tot¿l Al (!g/L)

TDP (uslL )

suspended P (!g/L)

S0o (mq/L)

Si (n¡glL )

Fe (mglL )

suspended C (!q/L)

00c (r¡'l/L )

Chemical site I

lce

5.60 5.50

54 57

248 239

66
7l

6.7 6.9

0.94 t 0. 829

0.25 0.21

850 850

600 750

No ice

5,80 5.85 * 5.76 5.66

4t 53 ì03 t08

ì75 164 *** î5 to

5565

6859

6.0 5.9 *** 1.? 7. l

0.428 0.387*** 0.ì58 0.36',ì

0. ì 7 0.1 7 ** 0.28 0.56

780 900 420 870

520 540 r* 760 640

Chem'icðl si te 3

, P < 0.05

Ice

Apr ì0 Apr ì2 Âpr 15 t\pr 23 Apr 27 l.lar 29 Apr ì0 Âpr ì2 Apr 15

!C1i¡g_ Af ter Before

r* P < 0.0ì

5.80 5.70 5.8 5.7

93 90 47 42 **'

a7 r0 182 166 ***

5555

4658

6.8 6.4 5.9 5.9 ***

0.390 0..155 0.429 0.387

0.38 0.42 0.'l7 0.Ì7r**

640 9t0 1490 1020

l7o 680 540 530 ***

No ice

r{* P<0.00ì

Chemi ca I si te 6

Ice

5.74 5.66

I t3 73

^^25 60

55
E]

6.8 5. 5

0. r 76 0. 376

0.35 0.25

610 Br0

570 590

Durj nq

5.75 5.65 5.75

85 73

90 g7 'ì65 ***

665

685

6.8 6.4 5.9

0.468 0.5']7 0.387

0.25 0.55 0.17 +

820 ì 460 820

700 630 550 *+

l,lo i ce

tllsr-
Apr 27

(,
Oì
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Table 3. selected chemjcal parameters for chemical samp'ling site 5,

1983 and 1984., Sampìes were taken at 1 m depth.

Probabilities refer to t-tests comparing (a) 19g3 data from

before ice-off with data from after Íce-off, and (b) 1gg4

data from chemical site 5, before ice-off, with after ice-off

data from all the chemical sampì'ing s'ites. A ¡ over a total
Al value means Al was not sampled on that day, and a value

was estimated from the closest sampì.ing date. The May 9,

' 1983 DOc value was estimated from a sampìe taken from 2 m.
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ì 983 I 984

Ice conCi tion

Ai." èddi iion
IceIce No ice No ice

B efo re Du ri ng After
I'l¡r l6 Apr 7 Àpr ìì Apr lB ¡t¿y 9 l,tay t6 Mar 29 Apr ì0 Apr ì2 Apr ì5 Apr 23

5 .69 s.60

102 85

-/9

65
6 17

5.8 6.3

0.6c4 0.630

0.35 0.28

570 880

930 720

5.8r 5,66

93 ì0t

47

ìE 6

5.5 6.ì

0.634 0.842

0. 30 0. 39

590 500

ì030 820

6.09 6.02*** 5.26

38 32 *i* lì5
^92" 93 35

346
757

4.5 4.7 ** 5.9

0.46 0.471 * 0.ì93

0.ì3 0.07 ** 0.28

600 460 430

_15r0 500' 720

5.6s 5.85

-97
70 67

55
76

6.4 7 .0

0.423 0.405

0. 46 0. 34

860 660

660 650

6 Áq ( oÂ

O^ ,.r *i*
9v

76 ì g3 ***

66

66
5.7 5.9

0.423 0.434

0.25 0.1 7 **

72C 830

590 540 **

'P<0.05 ** P<0.0t

ùFronr T¿bìe |.

*** P<0.00.l
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whereas the rest of the lake was unaffected. The pH near the jnflow

returned to pre-additjon values after the addition stopped and the lake

had mixed after ice-off. As in 1983 (cf. Table 3), alkalin.ity.in the

whole ìake decreased after mix'ing due to the influx of di'lute, acjdic

water during snow-melt. Alkalinity did not decrease at chem'ical site 1

after lake mixing because it had already been lowered by the alum

addition. silica concentrations were elevated at chemical site 1

during the addjtion (Table 2), ìikely due to sìlica-r'ich streamwater

entering the lake. This was also seen in 1983 at chemjcal site 5,

where S'i concentrations decreased significantly after ice-off (Tabìe

3).

Phosphorus and DOc concentrat'ions were not affected at the

chemical sampling sites by the spring alum addition. Total djssolved p

was 5 or 6 yg/L during the addjtion, and was 5 w/L once the lake mjxed

(Tables 2 and 3). Suspended P was more variable than TDP, but was also

not reduced during the addition. Dissolved organic carbon

concentrations decreased sign'if icantìy at al I chemical samp'ling sites,

from 600 to 750 yl4/L during the alum addition to about 500 to 600 lMlL
after ice-off (Tabìes 2 and 3), but a similar trend of lower DOC after

ice-off was also seen in April of l9B3 (Tabìe 3).

Sulfate concentratíons decreased

of 1983, but did not decrease in 1984

'likely responsible for the absence of

concentratÍon in 1984. Sulfate added

added a maximum of about 1.1 mgll to

114. The pH rose significantìy after

by about 1.3 mg/L in the spring

(Table 3). The alum addition was

a decrease in sulfate

during the addition would have

the sulfate concentration in Lake

ice-off in 1983, but this did not
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occur in 1984 (Table 3), probably because of H+ added to the lake

during the alum addit'ion. Iron that was carrjed lnto the lake in

run-off was lost from the water column after ice-off in 1983 and 19g4

(Tabìes 2 and 3). Manganese concentrations in Lake 114 were 0.04 to

0.09 mg/L in the spring of 1983 and 1984.

alum addition: effects on benthic invertebrates

Ïhe effect of the spring alum addition on benthic invertebrate

popuìations was assessed through two series of Ekman grab samples.

Invertebrate emergence was not observed wh'ile ice was on the lake. At

station 1 there were no significant changes in mean numbers of

invertebrate taxa caught per Ekman grab before or after the spring aìum

addition (Figure 6a). At station 2, mean numbers of the chironomjds

Dicrotendipes sp., Tanytarsus sp., cladotanytarsus sp., and the

ephemeropteran caenis sp. decreased after the addition (Figure 6b).

Mean numbers of ranytarsus sp. and Zalutschia obsepta decreased at

station 3 (Figure 6c). There were increases of mean numbers of

Procladjus sp., Paratanytarsus sp., and caenjs sp. at station 4 (Figure

6d). Mean numbers of Procladius Sp., Z. obsepta, and caenis sp. caught

per Ekman grab increased significant'ly at station 5 during the additjon

(Figure 6e).

The population of Procladius sp. rarvae decreased in the H+ and

Al-exposed areas of the lake and increased in the unexposed end of the
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Figure 6. Total numbers of invertebrates col lected before and after

the alum addition at each of the five benth'ic sampìing

stat'ions, April 1984. 0pen bars represent pre-addìtion

collections and stippled bars represent post-addit'ion

collections. Symbols over a pair of bars indicate a

significant difference (t-test, ìog-transformed data)

between pre- and post-addition collect'ion means per Ekman

grab þ =P<0. 10, * =p<0.05,le*=p<0.02, and ìÉ*Fp<0.01).
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lake. This apparent response to the alum addition prompted a more

thorough examination of the Procladius data. Decreases in mean numbers

per Ekman grab at statjons 1 and 2 were significant onìy at p<0.40 and

0.20' respectiveìy. The increases at stations 4 and 5 wêre significant
at P<0.10. The increase in mean number per Ekman grab at station 3 was

bare'ly significant at P<0.50. The changes and percent changes in the

geometric mean of Procladius caught per Ekman grab at each station were

p'lotted against mean ìog Aì concentratÍon at each stat.ion (Figure 7).

The coffelation between percent change in the geometric means versus

log Aì was signìficant at P<0.05 (r=-0.8868,3 d.f.), and the change in

the geometric mean versus]og A] gave a signifÍcant correlation at

P<0.10 (r=-0.8588, 3 d.f.). sjmilar p'rots of change of geometric mean

versus pH did not yield significant correlations at p<0.10.

A comparison of the numbers of the four larvar instars of

Procladius sp. was made between the pre- and post-addition collections

taken at the five sampling sites (Tabìe 4). This was done in an

attempt to exp'lain the observed changes in Procladius popuìations. For

exampìe, increased numbers of third and fourth instars could have

exp'lained increased catches at benthic stations 4 and 5. Fjrst instar

numbers increased at stat'ion 1 (P<0.05, t-test on log-transformed

data), and third instar numbers decreased (p<0.05). First instar

numbers increased (P.0.10) and second Ínstar numbers decreased (p<0.20)

at station 2. There were no significant changes at station 3. Numbers

of fourth instar larvae increased at station 4 (p<0.1.0, Table 4).

Third instar larvae numbers at station 5 increased (p<0.20). Average

head capsule width decreased after the alum addition at station 1 but

not at the other stations (Table 4). Mean head capsuìe wjdths were
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Figure 7. Population changes in procladjus sp. larvae at benthjc

sampìing stations 1 to 5 after the Aprìl 1984 alum addjtion.

(A) Percent change in geometrjc mean number caught per Ekman

grab vs ]og Al concentration during the addition, and (B)

change in geometric mean of larvae caught per Ekman grab ys

'log Aì concentration. i.e.: a 100f change in (A)

represents a doubling of the geometric mean number caught

after the addition compared with the number caught before

the addition. trror bars represent tl standard deviation,

both for change in mean (verticaì) and for Al concentration

(horizontaì) at each site. Data from each station are

labelìed, 1 to 5. The data in Appendjx 3 were used to

calculate mean Al concentration at each station, and data in

Appendix 4 were used to calculate the geometric means of

Procladius larvae.
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Table 4. Instars of procradjus sp. larvae collected at benthic

sampìing sites 1 to 5, before and after the alum addition,

April 1984. The number of each instar collected per Ekman

sampìe is given. The contribution of each instar to the

total number of Procladius larvae collected at each station

is given as a percentage. Mean head capsule width is g.iven

for each station. The P column refers to t-test comparísons

between the mean numbers of an instar collected at a sampìing

station before and after the addition. A - represents a lost
samp I e.
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0.28' 0.42, 0-62, and 0.80 mm for the first to fourth instars,

respectively.

Numbers of the ephemeropteran nymph caenís sp. also increased at

the control end of the lake compared to the H+ and Al-exposed end

(Figure 6), but plots of the change in geometric means of numbers

caught per grab versus pH or ]og Aì did not yíeìd significant

correlations at or above the 90% level of confidence. Tanytarsus sp.

and Paratanytarsus sp. also showed large changes in numbers collected

before and after the alum addition, but these and other benthic

invertebrate population changes courd not be related to Al or H+

concentrat i ons .

Invertebrates other than chironomids and the ephemeropteran Caenis

sp. vrere collected very infrequenily ìn the grab sampìes. These are

ìisted in Appendix 5.

Summer alum addit'ion: effects on lake chemistr and on vertical

distribution of benthÍc invertebrates

Du.ing the surnmer aìum addÍtion (July 3 to 5) an Al and H+

gradient was created around the source of the alum, while the rest of

the lake remained relatively unaffected until after Ju'ly 7 when the

lake mixed (Figure 8). It was windy durìng the addition, and the wind

blew directìy towards the north end of the ìake. The day before the

addition the Al concentration in the lake was about 50 yg/L, L4/ of
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Figure 8. Means of total Al (ug/t), ÞH, and 15-min reactive Al

(percent of total Aì) during the July 19g4 alum addition.

Juìy 3 to 5, inclusjve.
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which was 15-min reactive Al, at about pH 5.9. By the end of the first
day of the addition some Al moved about a third of the way down the

lake. By the second day, the Ar and H+ concentration gradjents were

well established, wjth approximateìy 2000-ztoo yg/L A1 (pH a.5) at the

closest buoy to the alum inflow. At the next closest buoy the

concentrat'ion of Al was 200-600 ,g/L, at pH 5.0 to 5.5. some Al had

moved 2/3 of the way down the ìake (Table s). Mean 15-min reactive Al

values were 40 to 80% of total Al during the addition (Figure g). At

very hìgh A] concentrations (2340 or 2700 !g/L) the 15-min reactjve Al

was 100% of total Al.

The summer alum addit'ion depressed ar kal inity, ÞH, and possib]y

DOc at chemical sampling site 1, by about 5¡Eq/1,0.4 pH unjts, and 40

û4/L, respect'iveìy. However, there were simiìar, but not significant,
decreases in DOc at chemical sites 5 and 6 on July 4, even though H+

and Al concentrations did not Íncrease (Tab'le 5). Anaìytical error on

that date is a possib'ility. The concentration of Fe increased from

<0.04 mg/L to 0.08 mgll at chemicar site 1, probab'ly because of the Fe

impurity in the alum. Manganese concentrations remained at 0.01 mgll

at all sites during the additjon. Suìphate increased at chemical sÍte
1, as expected, but neither TDP nor suspended P concentrations changed.

chlorophyll a concentrations decreased at chemical samp'ling site 1

during the addition (Table 5). Chlorophyìl a concentratjons were lower

at all three chemical sites after the addition compared to before the

addition (P.0.05, t-test, July 2 and 3 data from all sites vs Ju'ly 7

data from all sites). Transparency at 3 m was higher after the

add'ition (16.8Í of surface illumination, Juìy 10) than before the

addition (5.3Í, July 2, Table 6), but neither the change in chlorophy'lì
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Tabje 5. Selected chemjcal parameters for chemical sampìing sites 1,

5, and 6 during the July 1984 alum addition. Juìy 3 was just

before the alum addition and July 6 was the morning after

appìication ceased. Aluminum concentrations for Juìy 3 to 6

are mean values for each day at each site. All other numbers

in the table represent 1 sampìe only. The Juìy 3 Aì

concentration at site 1 was 54 r¡gll until about noon; 95 yg/t

was the mean Al concentration for the whole day. samples

were taken at 0.8 m at sites 1 and 6, and 1 m at site 5.

Probabilities refer to t-tests compari'ng data from each site

during the alum addition (July 4 to 6) with pooted data from

before the alum addition (Juìy z and 3, all three sites).
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Table 6. Light transmiss'ion at 3 m in Lake rL4, rglg to 19g4,

expressed as percent of surface illumination. Data are from

shearer and Declercq (1980), shearer and DeBruyn (19g1 , Lggz,

1983), and Shearer and Debruyn (pers. conrm.).
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a nor transparency were ìike'ly due to the alum addition.

transparency value could be in error, or perhaps changes

phytoplankton community were responsibìe,'independent of

results of "0ther research',, below).
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The Juìy 2

in the

H+ or Al (see

The H+ and Al gradients had almost disappeared 12 h after the Al

addition was stopped, but the lake d'id not mix totajìy until after 4g h

(after Juìy 7). 0nce the lake mixed, the mean Al concentration at the

sanpljng sites was 80 lg/L, compared to 50 yg/L the day before the

addition (P.0.05, t-test). Fifteen-min reactive Al was about 331 of
total Aì, compared to 14% before the addition. Neither lake pH nor

alkalinity were reduced significanily after the lake mixed.

Most of the invertebrates collected in the cores taken in July

1984 were in the upper 10 cm of the sediment, whether exposed to H+ and

Al or not (Tab'le 7, chi-squared test, p>0.05). cores were taken

instead of fol'lowÍng the spring benthic samp'ling procedure because the

suffriner addition yras expected to be too brief to cause popuìation

changes that could be seen using tkman grabs. Invertebrates taken at
float 3 (collected Juìy 5) were exposed to over'lying water of about

1260 ltglL Al at pH 4.75. Invertebrates from float 6 were exposed to
water of about 200 ltg/L A'1, pH 5.55. The number of invertebrates

colìected were low but were close to the number expected (4 per core),

based on the Apriì 1984 coilections using the Ekman grab.
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Table 7. Invertebrates found in the core samples

during the July Al addition. All were

except where otherwjse indicated. Core

invertebrates were found are not listed

location of floats see F'igure 2b.

taken before and

chironom'id larvae

depths where no

in the table. For
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Estimate of loss of Al from the water column duri
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the alum additions

There was little loss of Aì in the fjrst few days of the April
addition, followed by a substantial loss of Al from the water column

(FÍgure 9). Aluminum in the water column increased after ice-off,
indicating that Al was resuspended once the ice cover was gone. The

resuspended Al was lost from the water column about three times more

slowìy than was the originaì'ly-added A'1.

The Juìy addition also showed high Al retention in the water

coìumn inÍtiaì1y, with rapid loss once the add.ition stopped (Figure

10). During the first few days of the addition, greater than 100% of
the added Al was calculated to be in the water column. This could have

been due to an overestimation of the volume of water in the lake, but a

recalculation using a smaller lake volume (with mean depth I/3 n lower,

because the sunrner of 1984 was very dry) showed that this was not the

whole problem with the mass estimates (Figure 10, curve B). The

estimated boundaries representing different stations may have been

slightìy wrong, or the number of sampl'ing sites too small for a more

accurate estimate.

The rate of Al loss from the water column after the first few days

of alum addition was simiìar in both spring and surmer additions. It
took 1.5 days to lose 50f of the added Al once the Juìy addition was

stopped, and 2.5 days to lose 50Í of the added Al after f{ve days of
the April addition (Figure 11). Both curves have been p'lotted on the

same time scale in Figure 1l to make comparisons easier. The slower
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Figure 9. Estimated amount of Al

the amount of Al added

The amount of Al added

the appropriate dates.

been subtracted.

present in Lake 114 in relation to

during the April 1984 alum addition.

Ís cur¡mulative Al added until noon of

Background Aì concentratÍons have
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Figure 10. tstimated amount of Al present in Lake 114 in relation to
the amount of Al added during the Juìy 1994 alum add'ition.

calculations were done by assuming ìake depth was as given

in Brunskill and schindler (tg7L; curve A) and by assuming

Lake 114 was 1/3 m lower than given on their bathymetric

map (curve B). One-third m lower lake depth was used as an

estimate of the maximum amount the depth would be lowered

in a very dry year. Cummulative Al addjtions until noon of

each day are indicated. Background Al concentrations have

been subtracted.
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Figure 11.. Comparison of the amount of Ai lost from the water column

durìng the April and July alum additions. The duration of

each addition is given at the top of the graph. The Apriì

addition continued to day 17 but the amount of Al added the

last six days was small (see Figure 3).
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70

the alum that was stilla

5

result of

and day 9.

Epiìimnion Al concentrations for 1983 and 1984 are shown in Figure

L2. A spring high occurred in 1983, followed by a s'low decrease to

sur¡mer Al values. In 1984, foììowing the spring aìum addition, lake Al

concentratÍons decreased to 1983 levels by m.id June. Total Al

concentrations returned to normal by about two weeks after the surmer

alum addition. Dia'lysabìe and 15-min react'ive Al concentrations for
1984 are also given in Figure 12.

comparison of 1983 and 1984 Ínvertebrate collections

ilore invertebrates were collected in the spring of in 1984 than.in

the spring of 1983. There were zz34+209 invertebrates, including

L725+L54 chironomids per ,2 in 1994 (mean and standard error of 50 grab

samp'les; Appendix 4). In 1983 there were 1537+519 invertebrates,

including 13941468 chironomids p.. ,2 (mean and standard error of 1g

grab samples; Appendix 6). Numbers of invertebrates other than chironomid

larvae or caenis sp. are given in Appendix 5, for both 19g3 and 19g4

concentrat i ons
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Figure 12. Aluminum concentrat'ions for Lake 114, 1983 (outflow values

onìy) and 1984 (whole-lake means). Open circles for 19g3

denote calculated u.v.-digested concentrations. Mean

d'iaìysabìe or 15-min reactive Al concentrations are also

given for 1984.
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spring collections. In May, 1969, Hamilton (r97L) collected 2946

jnvertebrates per 12 in Lake 303, ELA, a very similar lake to 114 .in

morphometry and benthjc composition.

Effects of the laboratory exposure of chironom'id larvae to elevated

levels of Al and H+ ion

Low pH (4.2 to 4.5) and eievated Al concentrations (533 yglL; 62:l

diaìysabìe) were not acute'ly toxic to Polypedilum sp. and procladjus

sp. larvae in laboratory (beaker) experiments. Al'l polypediìum sp.

larvae lived to the end of the experiment in the control and acjd

beakers (fourin each), and one of five Polypedjlum larvae died on day

23 in the Al-dosed beaker. For Procladius, there were no significant

differences between the number of dead larvae Ín the control, acid, or

acid pìus Al beakers (chi-squared test). However, third instar

Procladius larvae were possibly more sensitive to H+ and Al than were

fourth instar larvae. l,lhereas some third and fourth instar ìarvae died

in the control solut'ions, only third instar larvae d'ied in the acÍd or

acid p'lus Al beakers (Tabìe 8), but thjs difference was not

statistically significant (t-test, P>0.10).
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Table 8. Summary of the acid and A1 exposure experiment in beakers,

Apri'f 2 to April 25, 1984. Data refer to f¡ocìadius sp.

larvae on'ly. Eight Procladius sp. larvae were pìaced in each

beaker at the start of the experiment.
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o¿y

¿J

Controì. p¡'l 6.1-6.3,
24 yglL Ãt.

I de¿d ì de¿d

instar III lnstar IV
I dead 5 ìive

lnstàr IV instar IV

pH 4.2-4.5,
24 ug/L Al.

I dead

instdr IJI
7 live

lnstàr Iv

pH 4.2-4.5,
533 rgll Aì.

I de¿d

inst¿r III
ì de¿d

inst¿r III
6 live

fnst¿r IV
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0ther research

Phytopl ankton

Morpho'logicaì changes have been observed Ín phytoplankton exposed

to Al in the laboratory (H. Kìing, pers. conrm.). preserved

phytop'lankton sampìes are beÍng examined to see jf the Al addjtìons had

similar effects in Lake 114. Preliminary resu'lts (Tabìe 9) show that
abnormalities in desmids, most'ly ìoss of spines, increased as the Al

concentration at chemical site 5 increased. Normal]y Lake 114 has

about 5f abnormal desmids, whereas Lake 303, ELA, a very s.im.ilar lake

to 114, has 0.03% abnormal desmids. The higher percentage of

deformitÍes in Lake 114 is ìike'ly due to the acid additÍons to that
ì ake (H. Kì i ng, pers. conrm. ) .

Phytoplankton primary productivity decreased marginaì'ly at

chemical sampìing site 1 during the summer addjtion, and then

increased. Productivity at chemical site 5 decreased during and after
the July experiment, and productivity increased then decreased at site
6 (t. DeBruyn and J. shearer, pers. conrm.). chìorophyìI a

concentrations roughly followed these trends (Table s). A ìarge

colonial phytopìankton species, staurastrum paradoxum, decreased in
numbers between Ju'ly 2 and Ju'ly 10, whiìe a smaller phytop'lankter,

Merismopedia tenuissima, increased (H. Kling, pers. connr.).

Zoopl ankton
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Table 9. Effect of Al on the number of abnormal desmids

sampling site 5 during the July alum addjtion

Percent abnormal desmids is on a celì/L basis.

5.7 to 5.8 on all dates.

at chemical

(July 3 and 4).

The pH was
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Da te
% abnormal

desmi ds

Total Al

(vg/L)

June 26

Juìy 3

Ju'ly 4

Juìy ì0

July 24

4

7

l5

23

l3

36

44

52

63

33
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Preliminary zooplankton results indjcated no effects of the alum

additions on copepods, but the cìadocerans Bosmina long'irostris and

Holopedium q'ibberum were reduced in numbers after the Juìy addition (S.

Lawrence, pers. conrm.). The popuìation of g. lonqirostris decreased at

chemjcal site 5 from about 4000 p.r^ 13 before the Ju'ly addjtion to
about 1800 per m3 after the addition, but the population recovered

after about a week. !. q'ibberum decreased at chemical site 5 from

about 100 per 13 to less than 50 per ,3 ou.l^ the period of the Juìy

add'ition, but also recovered. Numbers of !. qibberum were low jn

number all of 1984 compared to 1983 (maximum =200 p.r 13 in 19g4

versus 1400 per rn3 in 1983), possibly a result of the Apriì alum

addition (S. Lawrence, pers. conrm. ).

Dipteran emerqence

Dipteran emergence was 5157+1482 per nr2 in 19g3 and 4665+1241 per
,m'in 1984 (mean + standard error; I. Davies, pers. conrm.). These

numbers are unreljable because there was some minnow predation on the

insects caught in the emergence traps. Traps placed direcily on the

lake bottom reduced thjs probìem. The spring Al addition did not

affect dipteran emergence either by reducing numbers emerging or by

delayÍng emergence (I. Davies, pers. conm.). The July addition also

did not affect emergence, which increased or decreased randomìy

throughout the lake during the addjtion.

MÍnnows

Between Apriì 5 and 9, 70?l of caged minnows died when pìaced

midway between benthic station 1 and the rake inflow (Tabìe 10; K.
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Mills, pers. comm.). These minnows were a mixture of fathead minnows,

redbelly dace, and pearl dace. The minnows that died were exposed to

Al concentrations of >2355 ltg/L at pH about 4.1, but did not dje jn

response to LL24 yglL A1 at pH 5.1 (April 8). Fish mortality between

the inflow and benthic station 1 was higher than mortality at any of

the other three locations (P.0.00i; ch'i-squared test). Few minnows

were caught from Apri'l 4 to April 11 near benthíc station 1 and

chemical sites 1 and 2, compared to catches in the south end of the

lake and catches in Aprì1, 1983 (K. Mills, pers. conrm.). The reduced

catches comesponded to total Al concentrations of greater than 200

yg/L and pH ìower than 5.45.

Results of the Juìy aìum addition are comp'licated by minnow deaths

caused by the very warm Lake 114 water, but caged minnows jn the north

end of the lake seemed to avoid this heat death (K. M'i|rs, pers.

comm.). During the addition, 11 of 12 caged minnows died ín a m'innow

trap cìose to the Al source (970 yg/L Aì, pH 4.95, 8lÍ 15-min reactjve

Aì). Mortality in that cage was sign'ificantìy different (p<0.001,

chÍ-squared test) from mortality at exposures of 195 to 290 yg/L A1 (pH

5.45 to 5.25, 36 to 50f 15-m'in reactive Al) where, at most, Z of L4

minnows per cage died (K. Miììs, pers. conrm.).

Minnow mortal'ity during the July add'ition increased at the two

baited minnow traps, A1 and 81, of transects A and B (Figure 2b) that

were closest to the Ai source (S. H'inrmer, pers. conrm.). There were

significant'ly more dead minnows at location A1 (p<0.05) and 81

(P<0.001, t-test) during the alum addition (Juty 4 and 5) than before

(July 1, 3) and after (July 6,7') the addjtion (Table 11). Minnows jn
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Table 10. Results of caged minnow b'ioassays, April 19g4. Total Al

concentrations are in lg/L.
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Apri I 6 Apri ì 7 Aprl ì I Apri ì 9

Locð t i on Deòd tAÌ pH oead tAÛ pH De¿d tA l] Dead Aìive t^!
Eetween infìow ¿nd

benthi c stðtion ì

Chemicàl site 3

Chemic¿l site 6

Senthic station 5

0

I

0

0

7a

0

0

0

8b

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

20

20

26

3237 4.7 235s 4.65

20 5.65

It9 5.6

75 5.65

lì24 5.1

26 5.7

54 5.7

62 5.65

ðOne pearì dace, I fòthedd minnow, and I redbelìy dace; the remaining 4 were not identìfied.
bThree pearì dðce,2 fatheðd minnows, ônd z redberìy dòce; one not identified.
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Table 11. Results of minnow collections during the Juìy 19g4 alum

addition. The number of minnows caught in baited minnow

traps along two transects nearest the alum source (see

Figure 2b) are given. cages A1 and 81 were exposed to the

highest concentrations of Al and H+.
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Al um addi tion

July ì July 3 July 4 Ju l_v 5 July 6 July 7Tr¿nsec t
ìocation Al ive ad Aìive ad

Aì

A2

A3

A4

A5

194

26

a a1

56

ì0.l

2ts

0

r70

t05

ì50

t7l

i0

4

96

ìì4

5

ÕU

45

t50

â

53

0

0

0

0

Alive Dead Al i ve De¿d

I

0

0

0

7

2

0

2

0

2

35 33

30
120
00

370

r36 t33

4l
126
220
890

42 42

ì0
t0
00
bb

127 0

90

121 I

600

QN

l

0

0

5

0

I

0

0

0

ì41 7

l9 0

88 lt
290

670

802
00
00
00
15 0

Þt

82

B3

B4

B5

143

5

ì0

0

39

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0
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traps further from the alum source r{ere unaffected by Al or H+. During

the addition, total Al concentrations averaged 1265 yg/L (pH 4.75, 990

yglL r1-nin reactive Al) at cage A1, and 910 yg/L total Al (pH 4.95,

780 yg/L 15-min reactive Al) at cage 81. The next closest cage, A2,

ryas exposed to 430 ¡glL Aì (pH s.z, z00lgll 15-mÍn reactive Al) during

the experjment. Mjnnows caught were approximately 901 fatheads, g%

redbelìy dace, and 2Í pearl dace.
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Di scuss i on

Chemical effects of the alum addÍtions to Lake 114

Phosphorus was not precipitated by Al durÍng the alum additions.

At chemical site L (Tables 2 and 5) there was less than zl0 yg/L A1

during the alum addjtions, of which on'ly about zs% was uncompìexed.

This was 1ikely not enough availabre Al to precipitate p, in spite of

the fact that the pH was in the range of maximum p precip.itation

reported by Dickson (1980). Phosphorus removal was expected on the

basis of results of alum treatments of lakes (peterson et al . r9l4;
Soltero et al. 1981), and of observations of acidified Swedish lakes

which contain less P than do more neutrai lakes (Dickson 1980). In the

laboratorV, Dickson (1980) found that in clear lakewater containing 500

lglL Al, P precipitated maximalìy between pH 5 and 6, where onìy half

the added P was recovered after about a week. In contrast, there was

fuìl recovery of P added to humic lakewater that contained 200 yg/L A1

(Dickson 1980). These results imply that a large amount of uncomplexed

Al is necessary for P precipitation to occur. In my additions, reduced

P concentrations might have been found cìose to the alum source, where
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the Al concentrations were high and the Al very avaiìable, but that
area was not samp'led for p.

Another explanatìon for the absence of P precipitation in Lake 114

is that reported decreases in P concentrations in acjdified lakes are a

result of Aì-P precipítation in watershed soiìs, and the efficient
trapping of P in lake sedjments, not p removal by Al in the water

column. Dickson (1980) reported lowest P concentratjons ín lakes of pH

less than 5, but jf Al-P precipitation was controì'ling p in acidjfjed
lakes, P concentrations shourd be lowest in lakes of pH 5 to 6, and

increase in lakes of pH less than 5, fo'l'lowing the AlpOo solubility
curve (stunm and Morgan 1970). precipitation of p in soils before p

reaches lakes can expìain ìower than expected p concentrations in
acidÍfied lakes (Broberg 1984), and this mechanism was used to expìain

why one acidic lake and three limed lakes all showed the same trend of
decreasing P over seven years (Hasselrot and Huìtberg 19g4).

Laboratory resu'lts of Broberg (lgg4) showed that Al-p precipitation
played a minor part (<101) in p removal in lakewater, and efficient
trappíng of particulate p in (oligotrophic) lake sediments better
expìained P removal within lakes.

It has been suggested that Al is responsìble for decreases in DOC

concentrations in acidified lakes, and corresponding Íncreases in lake

cìarity (Almer et al. 1978 or Dickson 1980), but conclusive decreases

in DOc were not seen during the alum additions to Lake 114, likeìy
because the added Al did not reach high enough concentrations. In
'large doses Al can precÍpitate organic carbon from water (Babcock and

singer L979; Davis and Gloor 1981). Babcock and singer (1979) showed
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that 2 mgll A1 (very high for a rake) precipitated about 10f of the

total organic carbon in their jar experÍments at pH 5. In Lake 114,

total Al concentrations of about 210 yglL (Tables 2, 3, and 6) would at

most be expected to affect the DOc concentratjons by about L or 2%

(from the results of Babcock and Singer 1979), wh'ich is within the

variabiìity of the DOC data. Aìl July 4 L984 DOC concentrations were

low (Tabìe 5), which suggests analytical error on that date. Because

of this possibility, the significant decrease in DOC at chemical site 1

during the Juìy addition should be accepted wìth cautjon.

Hall et al. (1985) observed a 36f decrease in DOc during an

experimentaì addition of Al to a stream. H'igh Aì concentrations were

used (280 to 3800 ,g/L\. The DOc decrease was correlated with a

decrease in DOC solubility and a reduction in surface tension of the

streamwater. Perhaps differences in water chemi'stry (i.e. avai lab.iì ity
of Al), Rl concentration, or the frequency (hourly) of sampling, can

explain why they were able to document DOc reductÍons when no

conclusive changes were seen during the alum additions to Lake 114.

Transparency in Lake 114 increased markedìy following the Juìy

alum addition, even though DOc concentrations did not. Increases jn

lake transparency of similar magnitude have occurred Ín earìy July of

other years (for examp'le, 1979 and r9gz, Tabìe 6). This, coupled with

the fact that DOc was not marked'ly reduced during the addition,

suggests that other reasons than the alum addition were responsible for
the Íncrease in lake transparency. changes in the phytopìankton

community may have been responsible for the change in lake clarity.
Chlorophyll a decreased over the period of the Juìy addition (Tabìe 5),
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and a population shÍft from a'large colonial phytoplankton species to a

smaller species was observed (H. Kling, pers. conrm.).

l'lhen Lake 114 mixed after the April alum addition, dia'lysable Aì

was about t2% of total Al compared to 25 to 45?{ in the north end durìng

the addition, which suggests that the inorganìc, monomeric portion of
total Al was the portion affected most after the addition, probab-ry

combÍning with organic material in the lake. Hright and skoghe.im

(1983) found that acidÍc strearnrater flowing into a limed lake lost
inorganic Al at the stream-lake interface, presumably precipitated as

aluminum hydroxide, whiìe organic, poì¡rmer.ic, and colloidal Al

fractions did not change. Driscoll et al. (1980) also found that ìarge

changes in total Ar concentration in a creek were due to changes .in

inorganic Al concentrations.

After the Juìy arum addition, it took about 35 days for the ls-min
reactive Al to decrease to the pre-add'ition proportion of total Al, but

it took 20 days for total Al to decrease to pre-addition concentrat.ions

(Figure 12), which suggests that inorganic Al was compìexing with
organic material very sìow'ly. This might have been an artifact of the

15-min reactive Al method. Diaìysabìe Al was aìways less than the

lS-min reactive Aì from the same sampìe (Appendix 2), likeìy due to Al

that was only light'ly comp'lexed to organic material of greater than

1000 daltons. Aluminum that was complexed lighily with organic

material would still be abìe to react with lumogalìion in the 15-min

reactive method of fractionation, but would not be abìe to pass through

dia]ysis tubing used in the dia'lysis fractionation method.
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D'ialysabìe and 15-min reactive Al const'ituted a greater proport.ion

of total Al at lower pH (Figures 5 and 8). Increased H+ concentrations

at lower pH tend to neutralize the negat'ive charges on humic

substances, reìeasing Al and causing a shift towards more labile, or

d'ialysab'le, Aì (carter and suffet LSBZ; James and Rjha 19g4). As pH

increased, there was a lower percentage of reactjve Al, which again

supports the idea that complexes of Al form more easi'ly at more neutral

pH (Burrows 1977; Blamey et al. 1983).

Aluminum was resuspended in April 1984 once the ice cover melted

and the lake mixed, which suggests that Al lost from the water column

during the addition was not bound strongìy to the sediments. Sed.iments

normal]y act as a sink for Al (Tessier et al. L979; Mackin and Aller
1984a), a'lthough limited release of Aì in acidified lake enclosures has

been shown (Schindler et aì. 1980). Loss of Al from the water column

was slower with the resuspended Aì than with the orig.inalìy-added Al

(Figure 9). Schnitzer and Kerndorff (1981) found that futvic acids and

metals formed insoluble compìexes in water if metals were in high

concentration, and formed water-soluble compìexes if the fulvic
acid/metal weight ratios were greater than two. The first case may

have predominated during the Al addÍtion and, after resuspension of Al

in the spring, perhaps a higher organic/Al ratio kept the Al in
solution longer. suspended c was higher after ice-off in 1994 (Tabtes

2 and 3) which fits this scenario. Suspended C was not resuspended at

ice-off in 1983 (Table 3), which may exp'lain why Al, from run-off, was

not resuspended in 1983.
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spring run-off caried Al and other metars and sarts jnto Lake

Lr4. The inflow to Lake 114 showed a trend of decreasing meta'ls,

salts, and conductivity as spring-meìt progressed and dilution

increased, which agrees genera'lìy with other workers' stream records

(Johannessen et al. 1980; seìp 1980; Bottomley et ar. 1994; Halt and

Likens 1984). Aluminum jn the inflow to Lake 114 was about 74f organic

Al (26?l dialysable Aì). In comparison, Nilsson and Bergkvist (1993)

reported streams of 55 to 581 organic A'1, and LaZerte (1994) found that

Af in Plastic Lake inflow was about 60Í organic Al in w'inter, and about

10% after spring-melt. Run-off increased the Al concentration in Lake

114 by about 60yglL Ín the spring of 1983, whjch is approximately the

increase calculated if the runoff volume was about z.zxL}A ,3 1Figu".

4, 1984) and the Al content of the discharge is assumed to be 600 yg/L

Al (estimated from the two stream inflows, Figure 5). spring run-off

caused high Al concentratÍons in Lake 114 in the spring, and

precipitation of Al resulted in lower sunÌmer and wÍnter concentratjons

(Figure 12). Similar cycles have been reported for lakes in

Scandinavia (Nilssen L982; Dickson 1983).
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In Lake 114, Procladius sp. larvae were the onìy benthic
'invertebrate for which an effect of the spring alum addition was

observed. The number of Proclqdius larvae decreased at the stations

exposed to high Al concentrations, and increased in the areas of low Al

concentration. Procladius larvae are mobjle omnivores (0liver 1971;

l,lalker et al. 1985), and logicalìy wou'ld be more affected by an Al and

H* pulse than chironomid larvae that are protected in tubes withjn the

sediment (coltins et al. 1981). The mechanism which caused the

popuìatìon changes is not known, but post-additjon catches in the Al

and H+ exposed areas could have been lower because the larvae died and

were eaten or decomposed. catches could have increased at the

unexposed stations as collection efficiency increased because of

ìarger, more mature larvae in the post-addition samp'les. There was

some indication of more third and fourth instar Procladius at stations

4 and 5 after the addition compared to before the addition (Table 4),

but the statistical significance of these changes was low. These

comparisons were probab'ly confounded by procladius existing as a

species comp'lex, with potentia'l'ly different rates of development.

There were more chironomid pupae collected in the second set of grabs

compared to the first set (Appendix 5) which indicates that chironomid

larvae were growing and deveìoping in Apriì, as opposed to being

dormant.
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Migration of procradius rarvae from the arum-exposed end of the
lake to the unaffected end of the lake could also expìaÍn decreased

numbers of Procladius collected at benthic stations 1 and 2 and

increased collections at stations 4 and 5. - Larval chironomjd migration
was used by Hilsenhoff (1967) to expìain the sudden appearance of a

large population of fourth-instar Chironomus plumosus where only smalì
numbers of earìy-instar larvae had previousìy been collected. The

distances involved in his study, and the time-scale of the apparent
migration (2 wk), suggest that a similar mÍgrat'ion was possible in Lake

114.

In the laboratory, neither the mortality of porypedirum sp. nor
Procladius sp. larvae increased when exposed to H+ or Al concentrations
that approxímated conditions found Ín acidÍc ìakes or streams during
snow-melt. Larvae were exposed to pH 4.2 to 4.5, and 24 0r 530 lglL
total Al (330 ¡gll dialysable Al) for 23 days, conditions that were

more severe than at the Lake 114 inflow (s10 !g/L Al at pH 4.6, and 133

r¡gll diarysabre Ar; Figure 5). However, the raboratory conditions were

not as severe as those recorded at station I during the spring addjtion
(where mean, total Al concentratÍon was 1440 yg/L at pH 4.2, and mean

dialvsabìe Al was 603 yg/L; Figure 5, Appendix 3). My raboratory
results agree with the results of other workers, who did not detect
larval chíronomíd mortarity untir pH<4. Beìì (1970) did not detect
mortalíty of larvaì Tanytarsus dÍssimilus until the pH was lowered to
4.0 (10 d exposure), and Havas and Likens (19g5) found no additional
mortality, compared to contrors, of rarvar chironomus anthrocÍnus in
7-d exposures to 20, 3zo, or 1000 yg/L A1 at pH 3.5 to 6.5. However,

in Havas and Likens (1995) there was some evidence of
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increased mortalÍty due to Al in the first few days of their
experiments run at pH 5.

The July a'lum addition d'id not affect the vert'ical d'istribution of

benthic Ínvertebrates within the sediments. Most invertebrates were

found in the top 10 cm of sedjment, whether before or durÍng the

addition (Table 7\, which agrees with distributions found by other

workers (Ford 1962; Milbrink 1968; Brinkhurst et al. 1969; carter 1976;

shiozawa and Barnes L977; Krezoski et ar. L97B; uutala 19g1).

Apparentìy, the invertebrates did not burrow deeper jnto the sediments

in an effort to avoid the overlying concentrations of H+ and Al.

The spring or surnmer alum additions did not reduce dipteran

emergence (I. Davies, pers. conrm.). The spring additjon was stopped

before ice-off, and emergence monitoring began after ìce-off, and by

then the concentration of Al in the lake was probab'ly too low to affect

emergence. ïhe surnmer addition was likeìy too short to affect

emergence, even close to the alum source where the Al and H+

concentrations were high. Emerging chironomids have onìy been

identified to family so far, and it will be interesting to see if adult

Procladius caught in the north end of the lake were reduced in relatjon

to the south end. If so, my conclusion that increased Al and H+

concentrations caused decreases in Procladius numbers during the Apr.iì

addition wouìd be supported.

0f the metal impurities analysed in the arum, on]y cd approached

potential'ly toxic concentrations during the alum additions. Biesinger

and chrjstensen (L972') found that 161 reproductive ìmpairment of

Daphnia maqna was caused by 4380 )rglL Fe, 4100 )JglL Mn, 320 yg/L A1, 70
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yglL zn, 22 yg/L cu, and 0.r7 yg/L cd. Marshall and Mellinger (1990)

concluded that cd concentrations of >0.2 yg/L were necessary to cause

significant effects on the zoopìankton cornmunity. Zooplankton are

considered to be more susceptible to Cd than fjsh or phytoplankton

(l,larshal I and Mel I inger 1980). The maximum concentration of Al

measured during either the Apriì or Juìy ajum additions was 3500 ¡glL
(benthic station 1, Appendix 3). Assumíng that all the Al was due to

the alum addition and that the other metals were as soluble as Aì,

concentrations of 1.7 ltglL Fe, 0.3 yg/L Mn, cu, and Zn, and O.Ls yg/L

Cd would have been reached. Unfiltered Cd concentrations in Lake 114

are <0.L ltglL (Beamish et al. 1976). Therefore the maximum amount of

cd at benthic site I would have been about 0.25 yg/L, an amount

exceeding the tox'ic guidel ines for zoop'lankton. In this example,

however, the Al concentration was 10x greater than the 161 reproductive

impairment concentratÍon reported by Biesinger and Christensen (LglZ),

whereas the Cd concentration bareìy exceeded the guideline. Using the

mean concentration of Al at benthÍc site 1 (1436 rg/L Al), the

potentìalìy-added Cd averaged 0.6 yg/L, whjch, on average, would not

have raised the Cd concentration to >0.2 ltg/L. In these additions Al

was the most important metal added, although there was potentiaì for
synergistic effects of Cd.

The spring and surnmer alum additions to Lake 114 had ljtile effect
on benthic invertebrate numbers or distribution. This suggests that

large increases in Aì and H+ concentrations of a few weeks duration in

the spring, and a few days in the surmner, can be tolerated by most

benthic-dwelìing invertebrates, inc]uding the numericalìy important

chironomids. Larval chironomids are reìativeìy tolerant to low pH
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(Harp and campbeìì 1962; Bell 1970; Mackay and Kersey l9g5) and low pH

accompanied by high Aì concentratíons (Havas and Hutchinson IggZ Havas

and Lfkens 1985; my ìaboratory exposures), v€t changes in chironomid

popuìations Ín acidified lakes have been reported (t{iederholm and

Eriksson L977l' Raddum and saether 1.991; Henrikson et ar. Lggz; Lang.rois

et al. 1983; Lake 223, ELA, I. DavÍes, pers. conm.). If spring or

summer puìses of H+ and Al do not greatìy affect chironomjd populations

in lakes, then reported changes in chironomid numbers or composition in
acidified lakes must be a result of other factors which are related to
longer-term acidif i cation.

changes in predation patterns, nutrition, and physioìogicaì stress
have all been suggested as ìonger-term mechanisms to exp'lain benthic

invertebrate population changes in acidified lakes (l{iederholm and

Eriksson L977\. Elimination of fish Ín acidjfÍed takes can affect
chironomid populations directly through reduced ìevels of predation, or
indirectly by releasing a chironomid-eating invertebrate, such as

dragonfìy nymphs, from fish predation (Henrikson et al. 1gg2). Another

example of the direct effect can be found in the Corixidae, which have

increased in acidified lakes not on'ly because they are tolerant of low

pH' but also because of reduced fÍsh predation (Rosseland et al. 19g0).

Raddum and Saether (1981) suggested that differences in available food,

caused by reduced prÍmary productivity in acidified lakes, influence

chÍronomÍd associations more than do changes in lake pH or fish
popuìations. Aquatic invertebrates in generaì (Belì 1971) and

chironomÍds in partícu'tar (Harp and campbe'il 1967; Bel I 1970) are

sensÍtive to H+ ion at the emergence stage. Tanytarsus sp., an earìy
emerging chironomid, might have difficuìty emerging during the spring
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pH depression in two Swedish lakes, whereas species emergìng later miss

this period of stress (Henrikson et al. 1982). Havas and Likens (19g5)

attributed predation pressure or competition for food as the ljkely
mechanisms for chironomjd population changes in acidic lakes.

Physioìogical stress in acidified waters can affect invertebrate

salt regulation (mainly Na and c]), caìcium uptake, and hemo'lymph

acid-base balance (Havas 1981). Metals in solutjon can add to these

effects. Energy is requ'ired to maintain ionic balance jn acidjc

cond'itions, so Ínvertebrate growth could be reduced (Raddum and Steigen

1981). 0ther reasons suggested for chjronomid popuìation changes in

acidified lakes are changes ìn oxygen concentration, decomposit.ion

rates, and algal growth on lake bottoms (Henrikson et al. lggz). All
the above-ment'ioned effects, except for physiologica'l stress and the

effects on early emerging insects, are more a result of long-term

ac'idifjcation than effects caused by sprÍng or surilmer puìses of H+ or

Al.

The relative influence of Al in chÍronomid population changes in

acidÍfied lakes is ambiguous, and will remain so because of the

impossibiìity of separating H+ and Al effects from one another in field
studíes. In addition, few lakes have background data from before

acidjfication' so comparjsons with non-acidified lakes are necessary.

Comparisons between acidified and non-acidified lakes can be mis'leading

because benthic composition in similar ìakes can differ (Henrikson et

aì.1982). As an example, co]lins et al. (1991) found no differences

in benthic composition and biomass between acidified and non-acidified

North American lakes, whjch contrasts with Scandinavjan reports. They
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suggested that elevated concentrations of Al (200 to zs} yg/L,), found

more often in Scandinavian lakes, were responsible for this d.ifference,

but could not prove the importance of Al. I,ly study removed the

uncertainty of comparing an acidified lake w'ith reference lakes, but

was still unable to separate the effects of H+ from Al.

Although the spring and surnmer alum additjons had litile effect on

benthic invertebrates, the additions did affect some other organisms,

indicating that pulses of thÍs type could be Ímportant in causing ìake

acidification effects. The summer addition caused morpho'log.ica'l

changes in desmids. Alumínum alone is impljcated in these changes, and

there is some laboratory evidence which suggests that the mechanism

causing the abnormalities is p limitation caused by Al (H. K'ling, pers.

conrn.). The importance of these morphological changes to a lake system

fs not known. Zooplankton populat'ions were affected by the July

addition, but the populations were able to rebound.

Minnows were also affected by the alum additions to Lake 114.

Both the spring and surnmer addition data indjcate that approximateìy

1000¡g/L Al at pH 5.0, with perhaps 500 rg/L reactive Al, is acuteìy

toxic to fathead minnows and redbel]y dace in Lake 114. Total Al of
about 400 yg/L, at pH 5.2, and 150 to 200 yg/L reactive Al was not

toxjc to minnows over one or two days. These Aì concentrations can be

compared to toxic levels of 60 to 65 ÆlL labile Al at pH 4.6, reported

for fish kil'ls in a Norvegian salmon river (Henrikson et aì. 19g4), and

250 yglL total Al, at pH 4.5, that Howells et al. (19g3) concluded was

harmful to fish. The high concentrations of Al tolerated in Lake I14

couìd be a result of differences in fish species or time of exposure,
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or because organic matter reduced Al toxicity (0gilvie and stechey

1983; Van Coillie et al. 1983).

During the spring addition, minnows avoided areas where the pH was

less than 5.45 and the Al concentrations were greater than zoo yg/L (K.

MiIIs' pers. conrm.). In comparison, brook trout avoided L00 yg/L total
Al ín very soft water at pH 5.6, and avoided soft water containing 350

¡gll tota] A'l at pH 5.6 to whjch 10 mgll humic matter had been added

(Van Co'illie et al. 1983). No avoidance by m'innows was detected during

the sunmer addition, when spawning activity, unsetiled weather, or bait
in the traps might have decreased minnow response to Al or H+. Food

can attract fish into contaminated water that they would normally avoid

(Pedder and Ma'ly 1985).

Epìsodic influxes of Al and H+ have been blamed for fish stock

depletion, but Ít is ìikely that effects on young fish, not aduìts, are

respons'ible for loss of fish in acidified lakes. Aìthough adult fish
kills due to spring puìses of Al and H+ have been reported for
Scand'inavìan rivers (Jensen and Snekvik L972; Leivestad and MunÍz L976;

Almer et al. 1978; Henriksen et al. 1gg4) and a canadian lake (Harvey

1979), in a'll these cases the fish were unable to avoid the Al and H+

spring-melt shock. Free-swinrming fish in lakes, however, are able to
detect and avoid elevated concentratÍons of Al and H+ (K. Miìls, pers.

comrn.; van Coillie et al. 1983), and can move and expìoit refugia in
lakes during spring-melt (Muniz and Leivestad 19g0b).

Most studies point to recruitment failure as the mechanism of fish
stock depletion in acidified lakes (Dillon et al. 19g4; Mills 1gg4)

even though there is litile direct evidence of loss of fish eggs or
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alevins during spring-melt. It is difficult to observe trout morta'ìity

in s'itu, for exampìe, because the eggs and alevins are buried in graveì

and are under ice in early spring (Jensen and snekvik rgTz). The

hypothesis that high A1 and H+ concentrations can be toxjc to lake

trout eggs and alevÍns during snow-melt has been tested by Gunn and

Keller (1984). They found that mortaìity of eggs in jncubators,

although ìow (18Í), was associated with five days of exposure to pH of

less than 5.0 and inorgan'ic Al concentrations of about 50 yg/L. The

successful spawning of remnant native lake trout at lake pH 5.7, viable

eggs to the eyed stage, and good survival of introduced yearlings, aì'l

pointed to past recruitment fajlures at the sac fry to alevin stages as

the mechanism of trout popuìation decline in their study lake.

spring and summer pulses of H+ and Ar may cause changes in lake

biota, but changes can also occur during long-term ac'idification

without such puìses. For exampìe, the Lake 223 acidjfjcation

experiment has resulted in changes in phytopìankton composÍtion, caused

the disappearance of fathead minnows and the opossum shrimp, Mysis

relicta, and caused the decjine of the crayfish (0rconectes virilis)
popu'lation (schindler and rurner 1982; schindler et al. 1995). The

acidificatÍon has also resulted in changes in the chjronomids

(cladotanytarsus sp. n. has begun to dominate the Tanytarsin'i; I.
Davies, pers. cornm.), and has resulted i'n recruitment failure of lake

trout (Salvelinus namaycush) and the white sucker Catastomus commersoni

(ltlills 1984). 0nly the recruitment failure of lake trout can be a

result of H+ pulses duríng snow-melt because the larvaì stages are in

shallow water that is susceptible to spring pH depression. The other

organisms were more likely affected by ìong-term ac'idification of the
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lake. In particu'lar, recruitment failure of fathead minnows and white

suckers, both of which spawn and hatch theír eggs after spring-me'lt

(scott and crossman 1979), could not have been due to spring-melt

effects in Lake 223.

It is apparent from my work and other studies that pulses of H+

and Al can affect lake chemistry and lake biota, but the effects on the

biota are less catastrophic than in rivers and streams because many

organisms can tolerate poor conditions for several weeks, acid.ic

run-off is partia'lìy diluted by lakewater, and fish can move and take

refuge in less affected areas of a lake. However, non-mobjle life
stages of some species, such as lake trout eggs and alevins, may be

harmed near acjdic inflows. In contrast, chronic pH depression,

whether accompanied by high A1 concentrations or not, affects all
organisms in a lake. Chronic exposure may change insect popuìations by

inhibiting emergence even though the larval forms can tolerate Al and

H+ ion puìses, and fish eggs hatching'in the sun¡mer might be affected

even though the adults can tolerate poor spring conditions. The amount

of acidic run-off in relation to lake volume, the time, duration, and

severity of the puìse, the existence of refugia in a lake, and the

susceptibility of the species involved, aìl will determine the relative
influence on lake biota of chronic exposure or run-off pulses of H+ and

Al.
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Aluminum-26 as a b'iol ical tracer: 1) feasibilitv and l imi nar

results of some factors affecting aluminum accumulation minnows in

low-pH waters.

Abstract

The fate of alumÍnum accumulated by fish can be studied using 26nt

as a tracer. Methods for recyctìng 26Rt were deveìoped to reduce the

expense of experimentation, but the present cost or 26Rl *ill keep

experiments to a very small scale and replication min'imal. The

methodojogy developed for liquid scintillation counting or 26Al uptake

by fish should be adaptable to other bio'rogical materjals such as

plants. Prel'im'inary results showed that the gÍ'l1s and whole bodies of

redbelly dace (Chrosomus eos Cope) accumulated more A'1, when exposed to

480 lgll Al at pH 5.1, than dace exposed to 200 yg/L A1 at the same pH.

Mo"e 26Al was bound to dace gii'ls and bodies at pH 4.7 than at pH 5.1,

possibly because of a higher proportion of Al3* in solutjon at the

lower pH. calcíum and citrate had no consistent effect on Al

accumulation in minnows.
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Introducti on

Aluminum liberated from terrestrial soils (Cronan and Schofield

1979) and lake sediments (schindler et al. 1980) is potentiatly toxic

to fish in lakes acidified by acidic precipitation (cronan and

schofield 1979; Baker and schofjeld 1980,1982; Mun'iz and Leívestad

1980a). This toxicíty occurs at pH values of 5.0 to 6.0 which

otherwise may not be lethal to fish. The site of toxic action of Al is
assumed to be the gíll but it is unclear whether Al precipitates on the

gilìs, Ímpairíng gas-exchange, or indirectìy affects salt balance

¡rlthin the f ish (l'luniz and Leivestad 1980b; Brown 1993).

The toxicity of Al is ameliorated by increased concentrations of

ca (Muniz and Leivestad 1980a; Brown 1983), but how ca lessens Al

toxicity is not known. calcium is necessary for normaì gi'lì
permeabil'ity (cuthbert and Maetz L972; McHiltiams and potts 19zg;

l,lcwi ì l iams 1983) , and excess ca might stabi l ize the gi ì l membrane;

alternately, ca may compete with Al for binding sites on the giìì, as

suggested by Pagenkopf (1983) for general metal toxicity. similar]y,
organically- and inorganically-complexed Al is less toxic to fish than

uncomplexed Al (cronan and schofield 1979; DrÍscoll et al. 19g0; Baker

and Schofieìd 1980). Organic matter may prevent Al from binding to the

gi'lì, or the complexes may be bound in a detoxified form.

The

26Rr fo,^

compound,

purpose of this study was to develop radiotracer methods using

exploring the effects of Ca and one cheìating organic

citrate, on Al accumulation in fish. Aluminum-26 has not
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previously been used'in bioìog'ica] studjes. The influences of Al

concentrat'ion and pH on Al accumulation were also briefly examined.

The experiments were usual]y run at 100 to 200 tg/L total Al, near pH

5, which is not lethal to dace in a 10 h exposure. These

concentrations of Al reflect realistjc Al levels jn lakes wjth pH of

about 5 (see Muniz and Leivestad 1980a).

Materials and Methods

The long-lived isotope of 26Ar was discovered by simanton et al.
(1954) but its high cost has apparentìy prevented its appìication to
bio'logical work. conrmercial 26Al costs about $0.50 (u.s. ) per Bq

($18,000 per ¡ci ) . Al umi num-26 i s produced natura'l ly through cosm.ic

ray bombardment (Singer L967) and has been used for various

non-biologicaì appìications such as dating meteoritic finds (Ehmann and

Kohman i958) or estimating cosmic ray frux (Evans et al. 19gz).

I attempted to reduce the isotope's high cost by having 26Al

produced from stable Al. High purity Al foiì was bombarded with

protons in the cycìotron at the university of ManÍtoba, t{.innipeg. Low

specific activity and contamjnation with 56co, produced from Fe

impurities in the foi'1, precìuded the use of ttr.is 26Rl for biologicaì

tracer work. As a consequence, 1660 nq or 26Rt (ratio of 26Rl

atons¡27 Al atoms = L/L6; produced through proton bombardment of Si )

were purchased from Oak Ridge National Laboratories, Oak Ridge,
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Tennessee. An absorute 26Ar standard e7a Bq; standard Reference

Materi a1 4229) was obtained from National Bureau of Standards. Both
26Rl sampìes were measured on a Ge-Li detector (ortec) and were free of
other gamma-emitting isotopes.

For the 26Al .*posure experiments, redbe'ny dace (chrosomus eos

Cope) were caught in minnow traps p'laced in Lake 114, the Experimentaì

Lakes Area (ELA), northwestern Ontario, Canada, and were held overn.ight

in a bucket of over-flow'ing water from Lake 239. Individual dace were

then p'laced in 90 mL of modified (see beìow) Lake 239 lake water in
separate glass beakers. Two or three fish were exposed to each test
condition. The beakers were not aerated, and were pìaced in a water

bath of fìowing Lake 239 water which kept the temperature to +loc of
the lake's epilÍmnetic temperature. cloth screening heìd in place by

elastic bands prevented the dace from escaping. Fish were about 5 cm

long and weighed approximately 1.2 g (wet weight). placing 1.2 g fìsh
in such a smalì volume of water (90 mL) was necessary because of the

small amount or 26Rl avaijable for the experiments.

A Radiometer type pHM zgb pH meter, with a RadÍometer KCI

combination electrode, was used to measure pH, which was adjusted every

45 to 60 minutes with HCI or NaOH dituted in Lake 239 water. The pH

was kept within +0.2 units of the target pH. Exposure time was l0 h to
allow time for Al accumulation to reach a steady state. previous

research showed that Al removed from solution by ninnows (Notropis

cornutus (Mitchel'l)) was taken from solution over a period of 6 or 7 h

(J.R- Kramer and R.c. playle, Department of Geology, McMaster

university, Hamilton, Ontario, unpubl. data). All fish appeared
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healthy and none died during any experiment, although some surface

gulpíng, likely due to 'low oxygen levels, was observed. Oxygen

concentrations in the test solutions were not measured.

t{ater containing 26Al was saved at the end of each experiment and

reconstituted as follows. This water, contaÍn'ing 26Al ,27A1, Ca,

citrate, fish mucus, and other fish debris, was heated in a 500 mL

Pyrex beaker and evaporated to about 50 mL. This was transferred to a

100 mL beaker and dried. Approximately 100 mL of concentrated HNo, was

added and heated to dryness to oxidize alì organic material; this step

was repeated. Concentrated HCI was added to convert Al and other

residues to chlorjdes. This was heated to dryness to drive off excess

HN03, and the residue was d'issolved in 80 mL of de'ionised water.

Recovery or 26R1, cô, and other salts was estimated to be between 50

and 75%; loss to container sides was presumab'ly the reason for this low

recovery. Separation of 26Al from salts is possibìe (Ehmann and Kohman

1958), but was not necessary here because salts were needed in the

reconstituted lake water solutions.

The summer chemical composition of Lake 239 water is given in

Table 1. stable Al was added to Lake 239 water as Arcl3-6H20, citrate
was added as sodium-citrate, and Ca was added as CaCl z-6H20. About 114

aq 26nt (6830 disintegrations per minute; dpm) were added to each

beaker when using fresh 2641, and 40 or 58 Bq (2400 or 3500 dpm,

Experiments 3 and 4, respectively) were used in each beaker in the

recycle¿ 26Rl experiments. The amount added in experiments us'ing

recycted 26Al *u, estimated by using 200 yg/L 26/27n1 *6g00 dpr. The

experiments were run at the ELA between July 16 and September 6, 1994.
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Table 1. Average concentrations of major cations and anions of Lake

239 epÍlimnion, summer 1994. Data, except for Aì, urere

suppìied by the ELA chemistry laboratory. All concentrations

are given in mgl1, except alkalinity, which is in Æq/L.

Lake water pH was 7.1.
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Conc .

+Na' 1.5
JK' 0.7

^2+Ca- 3.3
2+

F{g' ' 0.9

cl - 0.5
)_sOq' 5.9

DOc 5.3

DIC ].8

Al 0.027

al kal jnity 145
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Calcium experiments were run at 200 yglL total Al, pH 5.1, with

1.8.3 or 15 mgll added ca, about a six-fold increase in Lake 239 ca

concentration. Cjtrate (1.9 mgll) was added to a 200 yglL A1 solution

at pH 5.1, and I.4 ng/L citrate was added to a 71 ,g/L recycì ed 26/27A1

solution of about half the reguìar Lake 239 ionic composit'ion, also at

pH 5.1. There was, on a molar basis, 1.4 or 2.8 times more cjtrate,
respectiveìy, than Al in solution. The recycled 26Al solutjons were

low in Ca and other salts because salt and Al recovery during recycling

was init'ially overestimated. This overestimation resulted jn too much

dilution when making reconstituted Lake 239 water.

The effect of H+ ion concentration on 26Ar accumulation was

studied at pH 4.7 and 5.1. solut'ions used were 7t yg/L A1 in dilute
(50f) Lake 239 water, and 102 yglL A1 in water of about gOf the ionic

composition of Lake 239 water. In both cases the 26Rl had been

recycìed, and agaìn overestjmat'ion of Al and mineral recovery resulted

in dilute solutions. stable Al was not added to the recyc'led 26Rl

solutions because there was already enough 27Al in solution from the

first experiments. Further cold Al additions would have reduced the
26n/27n ratio to such a low value that the concentration of Al in the

exposures would have had to have been unrealisticaììy high if uptake of
26Al *u, to be measured.

Aluminum concentrations in test solutions were measured using the

lumogaìlion method (Playìe et a'l. 1982) with the foììowing

modifications. The sodium acetate-acetic acid buffer was prepared by

adding 1.75 M sodium acetate and acetic acid in the ratio 7:3, without

filtration. Four mL of 0.02?ú (weight/volume) lumogalljon and 0.5 mL of
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buffer were added to 100 mL samples in poìyethy'lene bottles. By adding

4 mL of'lumogaìlion instead of the usual 1 mL, the analytical range of

the method was extended to about 500 yglL Al without sample dilution.
Aluminum was not measured in solutions containing citrate because

citrate inte.rferes with Al anaìysis by this method.

After Al exposure, the fish were dissected using the following

procedure. Each fish was put ìive in fresh deionised water for 1 min

to remove ìoose'ly-bound Al, placed on a prastjc cutting surface, and

killed by striking the back of the head. The head was cut off and the

body p]aced in a pre-weighed and jabelled glass scintillation vial.
The gìlì arches were removed and placed into another pre-weighed vial.
The remainder of the head was p'laced into the first vial with the rest

of the body. scalpeì, tweezers, and the cutting surface were wiped

clean before the next minnow was djssected. Each sample vjal was

weÍghed and then dried overnight at 85oC. Mean wet weight of the giì1s

was 0.04 g. l{eights were measured to 0.01 g accuracy on a Metiler

P1200 top-loading balance.

Each vial was re-weighed after drying, pìaced in a muffle furnace

for 1.4 h at 500oc to ash the fish material, and weighed again.

(Aluminum-26 was not ìost during ashing: samp'les with ts aq 26Rt added

to dace material before (n=2) or after ashing (n=2) differed by

.2%.') Concentrated HCI (2 mL) was added to the grey ash, fo'lìowed by 5

mL of deionised water. usually only a few specks of ash remained

undissolved after swir'ling. Next, 15 mL pcs fluor (Amersham

Corporation) was added and the vial shaken vigorously. A translucent,

countable gel was formed.
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To avoid photoìuminescence, all sampìes were kept in the dark for
at least t h before counting. Beta emissions were counted on a Beckman

LS 2800 liquid scintillation counter. The sampìes were counted for 100

min or until the 2% two-sigma counting error was reached. The largest

error on any gross count rate was 3Í. The same set of five ashed giìl
and five ashed body preparations from unexposed fish was used for
background correction throughout the experiments.

Liquid sc'intillation with fluor added to the sample vials was used

in this study on the basis of its hjgh detection efficiency.

Aluminum-26 is both a / andp+ emitter with main / pears at 1.13 and

1.81 Mev, andp+ emission at 1.16 Mev (Lederer and shirley 197g). All
26n disintegrations produce ã emissions but on'ty g2l

produce p+ enissions. Aìuminun-26 standards prepared in 5 mL deionised

water, 2 mL HCl, and 15 mL pcS fluor yie'lded g2 to g4f of the expected

disintegrat'ions on the Beckman Ls 2800 scintillation counter.

Detection or a 26Al standard (plast'ic vial, in 1 N Hcl, no fìuor added)

by cerenkov radiation on a liquid scintillation counter

(Chicago-Nuclear Unilux II) was approximately 30Í. Counting efficiency
was 0.3Í for / detection of an absolute 26Al standard (100 mL in a 100

mL Nalgene bott'le) placed on the surface of the Ge-Li detector.

Liquid scintillation background counts increased as the amount of

ashed material in the sampìe increased. Background counts of ashed

dace gills (s0.01 g ash) were about 79 counts per minute (cpm). counts

were approximateìy 100 cpm for ashed dace bodies (about 0.03 g ash).

Background can be expressed linearìy as

background cpm = 0.31.H + 26.5
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where H is the quench number provided by the Beckman scintillation
counter. The value of H increased as the weight of ashed fish material

increased. Some of the background counts were like'ly caused by low

level s of p+-emitting isotopes such as 40K.

Background-corrected quench curves constructed using cc]o (a

standard quenching chemical) or fish ash as the quenching material

yielded different results, with extreme quenching w'ith cclo and verv

minor quenching with fish ash (Figure 1). The quench curve made wìth

fish ash was therefore used for conversions of cpm to dpm. Comections

for radioactive decay were not necessary b.cuure 26Al has a very ìong

half-life, 7.2x105 years (Lederer and Shir'ley 1978).

Gar¡ma detect'ion or 26Rl using a Beckman 8000 NaI well detector was

tried after this prelim'inary study was completed. Counting efficiency

was about 70f with this machine. A detector of this type would

probab'ly be useful for future 26Al *ork because of its high counting

efficiency and the ease of sampìe preparation - no sampìe digestion or

fìuor is required.
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Figure 1. Quench curves made using fish ash and ccìo as the quenching

materials. H is the quench number supp'lÍed by the Beckman

LS 2800 scintillation counter. The CCIO samples were

counted for only 50 min.
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Results and Discussion

Experíments with all combinations of Al, pH, ca, and citrate
indicated that 40 to 114 aq 26nt per 90 mL of solutÍon were usuaììy

enough to quantify the accumulation of Al on to dace g'ills and bodjes

(Table 2). 0n1y two or three dace were exposed to each test conditìon,

and statistical anaìys'is of results from each experiment was ljmited to
comparisons of individua'l giì'l or body Al accumulations, expressed as

!g Al lg (dry weight). These values were determined by calculatjng the

weight of Al that was represented by a sample's dpm, and dividing by

the dry weight of the sampìe. care should be taken when comparing

resuìts of the recycle¿ 26Rl experiments (3 and 4, Table 2) w.ith the

fjrst two experiments, because the take water solutions used in

Experinents 3 and 4 were dilute.

A trend towards higher 26Ar u..rmuration at higher Aì exposures

was shown in all experiments. At a pH of about 5.1, there was no gi'lì
or body Al accumulation at Al exposures of 7L or 102 yg/L (Experiments

3a and 4a, Tabìe 2), intermediate accumulatjon at 200 lglL At exposure

(Experiments la and 2a), and greatest accumulation at 4g0 yg/L A1

exposure (Experiment 1b). Accumulatfon of Al at the gill increased 40

to 400x, a signiffcant amount, at the 480 ys/L Aì exposure, compared to

accumulation at the 200 tglL Al exposure (Tab'le 2, Experiment 1a,b;

P<0.10, t-test). Body accumulation was also significant but increased

by only 3 to 4x (P<0.05, t-test). These large increases of Al

accumulation at the highest Aì exposure coujd have been due to

precipitation: 480 yglL Al at pH 5.1 is in the range where Baker and
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Table 2. sunmary of 26Rl experiments us.ing redbeììy dace. All were 90

mL volumes and 10 h exposure. The experiments were run with

two fish per test condition, in separate beakers, except for
Experiments 3a and 3c, where three fish were used. Alumjnum

accumulations have been rounded to one decimal place.
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Schofield (1982) found Al to be most toxic to white suckers and brook

trout. They concluded that precipitation and coagulation of Al

hydroxides on the gi'l'l was the toxÍc mechanism of Al in oversaturated

solutions (300 to 500 ltglL Al, pH 5.2 to s.4). However, increased Al

binding at the gills couìd also have been a result of increased mucus

production in response to Al stress, and differences in mucus

production cou'ld expìain some of the variabi'lity in the amount o¡ 2611

picked up by individual dace exposed to the same test condjtjons. For

example' one of the dace exposed to 480 ¡gll Aì accumulated ten times

ror.26Al on the gilìs than the other dace exposed to the same test
conditions (Table 2, Experiment lb).

More Al was bound to dace gilìs and bodies at pH 4.7 than at pH

5-1, impìying that Al3+ bínds more readily to fish than does Al0H2+.

This is shown clearìy in experiment 4 (Tabìe 2), where giìì or body Aì

accumulat'ions were lower at pH 5.05 than at pH 4.7, aìthough the

differences were not statistically significant (prO.10, t-test). Gill
accumulation was lower at pH 5.1 than at pH 4.ls in Experiment 3, but

there was no Al accumulatÍon by dace bodies at either pH. At pH 4.2

about 60Í of free Al is in the Al3* forr, and about 35f is Al0H2+

(Dyrssen 1984; May et aì. 1979); at pH 5.1, Al3* and Rl0H2* shoutd be

in approximately equaì proportions (about 40f each), with the rest of
the free Al as Al(0H)z* (campbeil et al. 19g3; Dyrssen 19g4; Helliwell
et al. 1983). Although my results suggest that Al3+ might affect fish
more readily than Al0H2*, the questjon of relative toxicities of the

two Aì species is complex and remaíns unanswered. Hydrogen ion

toxicity itself needs to be considered, and the concentration of Al .is

important, not onìy because concentration influences Al speciation, but
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because toxicity may be a combination of impaired ion exchange p'lus

respiratory problems caused by increased mucus secretion at the giìls.

Neither citrate nor calcium consistentìy affected 26Al

accumulation by dace g'iìls or bodies. A reduction in gill Al

accumulation due to ca would have indicated competition for Al at

binding sites at the gill, whereas no reductÍon would have supported

stabilization of the gilì by Ca as the mechanism for amelioration of Al

toxicjty. Päit et al. (1985) have shown that ca does not reduce cd

retentjon at the gill, but does reduce cd transfer across the gil'1,

suggesting that ca reduces netal toxicity by stabi ì izing the gi'l'l

membrane. Sjmilarìy, a reduction of Al accumulation in the presence of

citrate would have implied that compìexed Aì does not bind to fish
giì1s, whereas no reduction wouìd have impìied continued binding of Al

but in a detoxified form.

Aìuminum-26 as a tracer is a sensitive but expensive tool, and its
main use will be with exposures to low Al concentrations where changes

in Al concentration can not be measured using other methods. The

amount of Al accumulated by the gill or body ranged between 0.L and

466.4 Jrg Al/g drv weight (Table z). The lowest varue (0.1 !g Allg) is
about 1,000x the resolution obtained by Instrumental Neutron ActÍvation

Analysis of 28Al (ha'lf-ì ife 2.3 minutes) used by Havas and Hutchinson

(1983) to measure Al loss during acid exposure to Daphnia. It is about

10x the resolution of Atomic Absorption spectrophotonetry with a

graphite furnace, used by Buergol and soltero (1983) for anaìysis of

fish tissues from an Al-treated lake.
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A general idea of where Aì was bound on the fish was obtained by

dividing the fish into gi'll and body portions, but the process of

accumulatìon, adsorption or absorption, can not be determined here

because the methodology used can not distinguish these two processes.

Retention of radioactive cd by perfused fish g'ills was, according to
päit et al. (1985), probab'ly due to absorption, not adsorption. In my

experiments it is like'ly that both adsorption and absorption of Al took

pìace at the g'iì'ls, whiìe onìy adsorption may have occurred on the fish
body, because usually there vras more 26Ar bornd to dace g.iìls, on a

))g/g basis, than to dace bodies (Table 2). Detailed comparisons of the

Al-binding abilit'ies of gills and fish bodies should consider binding

by fish mucus and the influence of membrane surface area.

Future experiments could ur. 26Al to exam'ine further the effects

of varying Aì concentration, pH, ca, and citrate level, on 26Al

accumulation by fish. The effects of these factors on actual transfer

or 26Rl through the gills could be studied usjng perfused gitìs (pärt

et a1.1985) or cannulated fish (Nevilìe 1979). The time required to

reach equiìibrium between Al adsorption, absorption, Al exchange, and

Al excretion could be determined by running 26At uptake experiments for
different ìengths of time. I recommend using approximately double the

activity of 26Al used here (i.e. 230 Bq per 90 mL solution), which

would g'ive higher counts and more reliable results. Aluminum

concentrations as low as 60 ,g/L could be studied with this amount.

Gamma detection using a NaI well detector wou'ld probably be a good

substitute for p+-detection usíng a liquìd scintillation counter,

especialìy for small volumes of fish blood.
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The methodo'logy developed here for fish should also be applicable

to other bioìogical materials. Carefully designed experiments would be

able to answer key questions about Aì uptake and distribution in other

animals or in p]ants. Kushelevsky et al. (1976) were able to show

selective uptake or 28Rl by ceil nuclej and DNA in the rat liver, but

were limited by the short half-life of their isotope. The long-lived
26n isotope should make experiments such as theÍrs more practical.
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ix 1: An introduction to Al cheqistry and a review of Aì

fractionation methods

It is generally recognised that more acjdic waters, whether 'lakes,

rivers, or streams, contain more Ar than do neutral waters. 0n'ly

recentìy have efforts been made to separate total Aì into fractions in
an attempt to better understand and predÍct Al toxicity to organ.isms.

Aluminum speciation is relatively simple above pH g or below pH 4

(where Al(0H)4- and Al3* predominate, respectively), but is compìjcated

between pH 4 and 7 (Figure Ala). Forms of Al expected in acidjc water

include inorganic monomers such as Al3*, Ar(0H)*3-*, and Alltoo)rt-r*,
inorganic polymers, amorphous Al, microcrystalline Al, and

organìcaìly-bound Al (LaZerte 1984). No comp'lexing ligands or organic

compounds are shown in the speciation scheme in Figure Ala because

thermodynamic stability constants for Al-organìc compìexes are

general'ly not avai lable in the ì iterature.

It is wise to remember that when authors give precise values for
Al species the uncertainties in the stability constants used Ín their
models are hjdden (van coiìlie et al. 1gg3). 0rganic complexes may

have been ignored, and many stabilÍty constants have been determined at
very high Aì concentrations, often at 25oc, and may not app'ly to more

reasonable Al concentrations at field temperatures. Traditionaìly,
gibbsite (Figure Alb) or kaolinjte have been used to define Al

solubility, but a mixture of mineral solubilities may be involved (Seip

et al. 1984). Alunite may be important at pH 4 to 7 if sulfate (from

acid precipitation) is avaílable, and gibbsite may be most important at
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Figure A1. (A) A speciatjon scheme for Al, percent composition of

total A'l vs pH. After Dyrssen (1984). The postuìated

4113(0H)rr7* Þolvmeric species is not shown: its bell

shape wouìd peak at about 25?t, at pH 6 (He'il jwell et al.

1983). (B) The solubility of mÍcrocrystalline gibbsite at

25oC, tog Aì concentration vs pH. After Roberson and Hem

(1e6e).
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pH values greater than 5 (Nordstrom 19BZ).

Organic materials in water complex Al, increasing the so1ubiìity
of the metal but decreasing its availability (Ritchie et al. 19gZ) and

thereby its toxicity (Driscojl et al.1990; van co.illie et al.19g3).
This can expìain why some low pH, high organic content lakes still have

viable fish popuìations (Niìssen LSBZ; Dillon et al. 1994). l,Jork by

Borgmann and charlton (1984) with cu has shown that some organic

complexes of metals are st'ill toxic, aìthough less toxic than inorganìc

compìexes, and that some organic comp'lexes are more toxjc than others.

Mak and Langford (1982) found three distinguishable labjle forms of

Al-fulvates, a slow but reactive component, and another, totally
unreactive component, which again suggests that some complexed forms of
Al are more available than others.

Many Al fractionation procedures have been deveìoped but they al ì,
to various degrees, define Al species operationally. These methods

have often been deveìoped for synthetíc solutions and sometimes have

been applied uncritically to more complicated natural waters (Campbelì

et al. 1983). The best methods work wel I with both natural and

synthetic solutions and define Al fractions with the help of reaction

kinetics. usualìy MS is the method used to measure total or

fractionated Al.

Driscoll has developed a cation exchange cojumn method that

separates total Al into labile monomerjc Al (free Aì and aqueous

inorganic compìexes such as Al-F, Ar-hydroxides, and Al-sulfates),
non-labjle monomeric Al (simple Aì-organic compounds), and a more

compìexed or insoìuble Al fraction (composed of polymeric and colloidal
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Aì' and very stabìe organÍc-Aì complexes; Driscoll et al. 19g0;

Driscolì 1984). Further speciation of the labile monomeric Al fraction

was done using published thermodynamic data, a reffnement that can be

appìied to any of the speciation methods currentìy used. Driscoll et

al. (1980) were the first workers to show that the labile inorganic

fraction of Al Ís most responsible for aluminum's toxjcity towards

fish. Nilsson and Bergkvist (1983) and tiright and Skogheim (1983) have

used Driscoll's spec'iation methods in their own studjes.

Campbell et al. (1983) used a 30-min contact time between water

sampìe and chelex 100 resin to separate organically-bound Al, and other

non-exchangeabìe forms of Al, from monomeric inorganic Al. The 30-mjn

contact time is somewhat arbitrary but is supported by reaction

kinetics. It was chosen to allow complete exchange of the inorgan'ic Aì

while minimizÍng uptake of organical'ly-bound Al by the resin. A u.v.

digestion step was used to break down organicalìy-bound Al to separate

thÍs fraction from inorganic forms of non-exchangeabìe Al. They had

some problems with ìoss of A'l durÍng digestion (presumab'ly onto the

quartz tubes), but this problem was reduced when they started to

acidify the solutions before u.v. digestion. Kramer (1983) suggested

that differences ìn apparent Al concentration between U.V. digested and

non-digested samp'les can be used to separate organically-bound, and

therefore unreactive Al, from poìynuc'lear Al.

Aluminum speciatÍon using dialysis and fast or slow oxine

extraction is favoured by LaZerte (1984). Aluminum passing into

deionised water inside a 1000 MI,lcO dialysis bag, 1n 24 h at room

temperature, is considered to be inorganic monomeric Al. A 15-s oxine
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extraction at pH 8.3 measures both inorgan'ic and organic monome¡ic Aì,

and a 3 to 6-h total extraction measures all these fractions plus

po'lymeric Al. This method illustrates well the operationa'l nature of

Al speciation: 'longer diaìysis, or higher temperatures, wou'ld al low

more organic Al to pass through the tubing, and shorter or longer oxine

reaction times would change the measurement of organic and polymeric

Al. An advantage of this method over cation exchange methods is that
pH control of column resin is not necessary.

James et al. (1983) also used a 15-s oxine extraction that

measures Al3+ and kinetícally labile comp'lexed Al. The kineticaììy

labile Al portion depends on pH, types of ligands, and other soìution

conditions. They recognìsed the operational definition of their
fractionation method, and also realised that potentiaì changes in Al

species could occur if analytical methods were used that needed long

contact time between sampìe and buffered reagents.

Hendershot et al. (1984) also used oxine extractions (15 s and I
h) to speciate Aì. Their 15-s extraction was done at both pH 5.0 and

8.3, which further separates the Al into Al3*, A'10H2+, and

fast-reacting uncomplexed Aì (pH 5.0 extraction), and into Al-fluor.ides

and fast-reacting, complexed Al (extraction at pH 8.3). They stated

that this scheme may not separate A1 species perfectìy, but does give a

good estimate of the variation in reactivity of Al in natural waters.

Henriksen et al. (1984) used the catechol violet method, instead

of MS, with Driscoll's fractÍonation scheme. They divided total

reactive monomeric Al into labììe (inorganic) monomeric Al and

non-labile monomeric (mainly organ'icalìy complexed) Al fractions. Seip
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et al. (1984) also used catechol violet but defined monomeric Al as Al

that reacted in 4 min, and total reactive Aì as 40-m'in reacted Al. For

total Aì determination the sampìes were acidified to pH 1.4 for 24 h

before analysis. Hell'iwell et al. (1983) and LaZerte (pers. commun.)

also have used the catechol violet method. Blamey et al. (1983) used

the aluminon method to separate Al in solution into monomeric and

polymeric forms, using a 30-min reaction time for monomeric Aì. Tsaj

and Hsu (1984) have used ferron to specÍate Al into monomeric (reaction

time 4 minutes) and po'lymeric forms.

LaZerte (1984) and Driscoll (1980) found good comelat'ions between

organica'l'ly-bound Al and total organic carbon. Campbel I et al. (1983)

reported 52 to 100Í organical'ly-bound Al in a series of lakes that

contained 21 to 350 !g/L total Al (at pH 5 to 7). Total Al (80!g/L)

is typicaì1y 751 organically-bound in the Muskoka-Haliburton lakes

(Loescher 1984). Total or dissolved organic carbon concentrations were

not given for these lakes but can be presumed to be variable.
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inA discuss'ion of Al methodol and fractionation used

this study

The fluorimetric ìumogaliion method of A] analysís was used in

thís study because of its h'igh sensitivity and low detection limit (.1

rglL Al), its high prec'ision (usuatìy sf or better), its simpljcity,

and because the sampìes could be analysed at the ELA with mjnimal

de'lay. The lumoga'llion method (Hydes and Ljss 1976) has been used by

stoffyn-tgìÍ (1982), Stoffyn and MacKenzie (1982), Þloore (1981), Mackin

and Alìer (1983, 1984b), and by Moore and Milìward (1994) for studjes

of Al in oceans where total Aì ranges between 1 and L0 yg/L. These

workers report precision of +5 to 10Í, but usually better than 5f.

Kramer et al. (1981) and campbeìl et al. (1983) have used the

ìumogallion method for fresh waters.

The lumoga'llion-determined Aì concentrations compare well with

concentrations of total Al determined by other methods (catechol

violet, MS, instrumental neutron activation anaìysis, and inductively

coupled plasma spectrometry, Table A1), even though there is

considerable variation between different methods and taboratories. The

variabiìity of total Aì anaìysed by varíous methods i'llustrates some of

the prob'lems with Al analysis at present: methodology for aquatic Aì

analysis is still at an earìy stage of development, severaì methods are

being used, and there are still some improvements to the methods

needed.
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Table A1. Intercomparison of Al analyses on some Dorset, Qntario water

samp'les. All concentrations are,l'lg A1/L. sampìes were not

filtered. Sampìes were collected May 9 and May 24, and were

shipped via courier from Dorset. Lumogallion analyses were

done May 17 and 18, and June 4 and 5, 1984. catechor vioret

analyses were run May 16 to 18 and May 30, 1984. INM and

ICP data were supplied by Dr. J.R. Kramer, Hamilton. Total

Al for the lumogallion method refers to U.V. d.igested

samples. Sampìe codes refer to lakes and streams at Dorset.
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The more react'ive fraction of total Al can be separated from

sìowly-reacting Al by follow'ing the rate of the Al-lumogallion reactjon

(Kramer et al. 1981). To do this, fluorescence ¡{as monitored by

pumping the reacting sampìe through a flow-through door on the

fluorimeter. These fluorescence and time data (Figure A2a) were then

modified to create a ljnear pìot using the equation

F(c) = -clcg -ln(C. - c)

where C0 = total Al, and c = the concentratjon of the Al-lumoga'lìion

compiex at, for example, 15-min intervals. F(c) was p'lotted against

time, which usually gave a curve with a steep injtial s'lope and a

gentìer sìope after about half an hour (Figure A2b). The steeper part

of the curve represents fast-reacting Aì (Arrurt), and the gent'ler

sìope represents slowly-reacting Al (Arrlorr). Extrapolating the line

of gentler slope to the y axÍs yields time t (dashed lines, Figure

Azb). The fluorescence at tíme t represents the concentration of

fast-reacting Aì Ín the sample.

The kinetic method of fractionation ouilined above is time

consumingz 2 to 3 h per sampìe are necessary to determine

fast-reacting Al. The average time for determinì'n9 Aìrur, for six Lake

114 samples was 15 minutes using the full kinetic Al method, so on

average the 15-min reactive value was very cìose to the

kinetically-determined Alfast (Tabìe A2). For other lake sampìes, 21

minutes was the average time used to calculate the Alror, fraction, but

a 15-min reaction time stilì gave good agreement with diatysabìe A]

values determined by MS or catechol violet methods (Tabte A1). The

Aì-ìumogallion fluorescence curve starts to level out after about 15
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Figure 42. (A) Illustration of the time course of Al-lumogallÍon

comp'lexation as shown by fluorescence. Fluorescence was

monitored by pumping the reactjng sampìe through a

fluorimeter equipped with a flow-through door.

Fluorescence at time t (from Figure A2b) is compared to the

fluorescence of Aì standards in order to determine the

concentration of fast-reacting Al. (B) The above curve

converted by the F(C) = -CICQ -ln(CQ - C) function (see

text for an expìanation of terms) to yieìd time t.
Extrapoìating the line of gent'ler slope to the y ax.is, then

jntersecting the steeper-sloped line, and final'ly
intersecting the x ax'is (dashed ìines) yieìds time t. t is

used to determine the concentration of fast-reacting A] in
a sample. Plots are of the ilay pc109 samp'le, from Dorset,

in Table Al.
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Table A2. Fractionation of total Al using the full kÍnetic Al method

(Alfurt) and the 15-min react'ive method. Various Lake 114

sampìes. The first three entries refer to an experiment in

which Al was added to an 8-L Lake 114 samp]e and stored for

three weeks. All concentrations are !g Al/1.
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minutes (Figure A2a) so the difference in Aìrur, between a 15-and

20-min reaction time is small. However, a 2O-minute reaction time

probably gives a better est'imate for A'lrur, in uncharacterised water.

Fractionation of Al using diaìysis has some distinct advantages

compared to some other fractÍonation methods. Diaìysis is an

equ'i'librium technique, it is thermodynam'ical'ly sound, 'is simple and

inexpensive' can be used in a variety of conditions (Cheng and Carlson

1983), and can result in lower contamination than ultrafiltration
(Benei and SteÍnes 1974). The major disadvantage of d'ialysis is that a

relativeìy 'long time (i.e. > 24 h) is required to reach equiìibrium,

and durÍng that time decompositÍon of metal-'l'igand compìexes can occur

(cheng and carlson 1983) or, in the case of Al, speciation changes,

compìexation, precipìtat'ion, or coaguìation can take place.

Temperature and volumes must be kept constant during dÍaìysis (Meyer

and Guttman 1970). The rate of diffusion is proportional to the area

across which diffusion occurs (Fick's law), so if sample volume is

increased it will take ìonger to reach equ'iìibrium unless tube surface

area is also increased (cheng and carlson 1983; LaZerte 1984). The

dialysis method of LaZerte (1984) was scaled-up to 50 mL because a

larger volume of sample r{as needed for analysis using lumogalljon

instead of AAS. As a result, a 48-h dialysis time was needed instead

of 24 h.

Dialysis methodology was used for Al fractionation because the

full kinetic Al method was too time-consuming, and the 15-min kinetic

method was ìater used because it is an even simpìer method of Al

speciation. However, dia'lysabìe and 15-mjn reactive Al values for the
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same samples differ. 0n average the dialysed Al concentrations were

44?l of the 15-min reactive concentrations (Table A3). The discrepancy

between the two methods is likeìy due to Al that was loosely-bound to

molecules greater than 1000 daltons - Al that could react with

ìumogallion but could not pass through the dialysis membrane. It is

also possible that 48 hours of diaìysis was sometimes not'long enough

for equilibrium to be reached, resu'lting in an underestjmatjon of

react'ive Al (Carter and Suffet 1992).

My water sampìes were not filtered before A'r anarysis: it is not

clear whether filtration should be used or what pore s.ize should be

used in aquatic Aì analysis, especialìy if fractionation is being done.

Driscoll(1984) found suspended "microcrystals" of Al that could pass

through 0.41m filters. Danielsson (1982) found that colloidal Fe

passed through 0.4 ¡m filters, and mentioned other stud'ies showing the

same phenomenon. LaZerte (1984) did not fiìter hÍs sampìes but

Hendershot et al. (1984) used 0.2 yn filters.

storage of Al samples in polyethy'lene botiles for up to three

months at 4oC did not result in changes in total Al concentrations

(LaZerte, pers. conrm.). Aluminum loss may, however, occur at room

temperature. The effect of sampìe age on Al speciation is not well

documented but an aging experiment, included in Tab'le A2, showed that

the 15-mÍn reactive Al fraction in an Al-spiked Lake 114 solution

remained stable (at 37 or 40f of total Al) once initial equilibrium was

reached. This implies that it is acceptable to refrigerate sampìes for
a few days before Al fractionation is done.
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Table A3. Comparison of dia'lysis and 15-min reactjve Al methods of Al

fractionation. All concentrations are Al in yg/L.
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Appendix 3. Aluminum and pH va]ues at benth'ic samp'ling stations 1to
5' March 31 (taken just before the arum addition was

started) to April 15, 1994. Mean and standard deviation

are shown for total Al and pH at each site, from Apriì 1

to 15, inclusive, except for benthic site 5, where March

31 data were used.
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Appendix 4. Chironomids and other invertebrates collected in Apri'l

1984 at benthic stat'ions 1 to 5, before and after the alum

addition. The first five sets of columns (1 - 1, Z - L,

etc.) represent pre-addition collections at stations 1 to

5; the next five sets of columns (L - Z, Z - 2, etc.)

represent post-addition collections at each statjon. Each

column represents the number of an organism collected in

each of five Ekman grabs taken at each site during each

collection. Underlined number sets showed significant

differences in mean numbers per Ekman grab between the

pre- and post-addÍtion collections at p<0.10 (t-test,

log-transformed data). Boxed sets showed differences at

P<0.05, and boxed and underlÍned sets were significantìy

different at P<0.02. Significant differences at p<0.01

are indicated by boxed number sets with a slashed bottom

line.
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Appendix 5. A sunmary of invertebrates (other than chironom'id larvae

and Caenis sp.) co'llected in April 1983 (benthic stations

1 to 6) and 1984 (stations 1 to 5). pre-alum addition

collections (1984) are indicated by 1 - L,2 - 1, etc.,

and post-addition collections are indicated by I - 2,

2 - 2, etc.
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Appendix 6. Chironomíds, Caenjs, and other invertebrates collected in

April 1983 at benthic stations 1 to 6. Three Ekman grabs

were taken at each station.
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